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Abstract
We study the asymptotic behavior of a singular potential that arises under several frequently occurring
analytic behaviors of the eigen functions (of the Schro¨dinger eigenvalue problem) without introducing
cut-offs. Instead, in our analyses we focus on power behaviors of eigen functions. We find that the
asymptotic behavior of the singular potential crucially depends on the analytic property of the eigen
functions near the singular point.
Then, we discuss the self-consistency condition for the spherical symmetric Klein-Gordon equation,
and discuss a natural possibility that gravity and weak coupling constants gG and gW may be defined
after gEM . From this point of view, gravity and the weak force are subsidiary, derived from electricity.
Particularly, SU(2)L×U(1) unification is derived from the L2 normalizability condition, without assum-
ing a phase transition. A possible origin of the Higgs mechanism is proposed. Each particle pair of the
standard model is associated with the corresponding asymptotic expansion of an eigen function.
Next we consider the meaning of internal and external degrees of freedom for a 2 body problem,
and find a complex U(1) phase of spins, which can not reduce to the local motion of an external observer.
These degrees of freedom are inherent to the Poincare´ group, and can be expressed in terms of asym-
metric spinor representations. Then we try to derive all gauge fields via this nonintegrable complex U(1)
phase. As a spin-off, supersymmetry is regarded as a kind of Mach’s principle for spinning frames-or the
Ptolemaic (geocentric) theory to confuse a rotating frame with an inertial frame.
Furthermore, we review classical experimental backgrounds for general relativity and try to explain
them within the range of special relativity, and discuss possible solutions for paradoxes in quantum gravity.
Taking angular momentums into account to improve above discussions, we can explain the small-
ness of neutrino mass without assuming the see-saw mechanism. A natural geometric interpretation of
the quark flavor mixing angle is added in the Conclusion.
1This thesis was, however, rejected by the judging committee, without even mentioning sections 4-7. They forced me to
omit sections 3-7 at all. Thus, only the revised version of Section 2 was approved by the judging committee.
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Dream of Meeting Wein
Since when we were born,
each of us has been spinning
an invisible red thread.
On meeting and passing by someone on streets,
the thread becomes intertwining and entangled.
The locus of people all over the world constitutes a huge net.
Drawing in the thread of mine,
so quietly as not to break the net,
and unraveling knots to know whereabouts,
selecting one out of many lines,
and following it,
I wonder when the dream comes true.
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1 Introduction
The current standard model of particles coincides so beautifully with experiments[7]. The aim of this
thesis is to investigate the necessity or naturalness of this model, with assumptions as minimal as possible.
However, our starting point is rather special in some aspects as follows:
(1) In contrast to the recent trend of supersymmetry and superstring theories, we shall pay our maximal
respects to the present standard model. Particularly, the difficulty in quantum gravity consists
in its smallness beyond our ability of measurement and non-renormalizability. However, in the
standard model of particles, all particles except photons and neutrinos obtain masses through the
Higgs mechanism. That is why we naturally consider the Higgs mechanism, as the origin of mass
generation, has an intimate relation to quantum gravity. The possibility that the standard model
makes the ultimate theory by itself is very attractive.
(2) A Higgs particle is the last ‘particle’ that appears in the standard model but has never been observed
yet. In fact, it is an exceptional field in the sense that all elementary particles need its nonzero
vacuum expectation value only to obtain nonzero masses of themselves. Furthermore, the theoretical
description of this process called Higgs mechanism[35] is mathematically tricky. The origin of the
Higgs field, and whether it is an existing elementary particle at all, or some composite particles,
are unclear. We even call it ‘an auxiliary Higgs field’, which stands well for its artificial nature.
For this reason, we shall not assume the existence of a Higgs particle in this thesis. A Higgs field can
be an artificial tool, like an auxiliary line to solve an elementary geometric problem, a subsidiary
field derived after spontaneous symmetry breaking of SU(2)L × U(1)Y → U(1)EM .
(3) There are a few mathematically subtle problems in the construction of quantum field theory. For
instance,
(i) In usual dimensional counting, momentum has the dimension one. But a function f(x), when
differentiated n times, does not always behave like one with its power smaller by n. This
inevitable uncertainty may be essential in general theory of renormalization, including quantum
gravity.
(ii) In usual, we assume that a scattered particle asymptotically behaves like a free particle in the
long distance limit after interactions. But strictly speaking, a free state wave function has a
constant absolute value and thus its norm diverges if integrated over an infinite spatial region.
We might as well consider that all physical particles are constrained in the universe by gravity.
(iii) We should be most careful and sincere in applying the particle physics to cosmology. For
example, the Penrose’ singularity theorem and the existence of a black hole in general relativity
rather show a limit on the applicability of the theory. Therefore, a naive combination of the
standard model and general relativity, or extrapolation to the two extreme scales leads to
physically misleading results.
(4) Neutrino mass has been a hot topic since Super-Kamiokande observed the possible oscillation phe-
nomena in 1998. However, a massive neutrino is absent in the original standard model, and a naive
insertion of a mass term or new particles breaks the subtle mechanism of anomaly cancellation[7][3],
including the quantization of charges. In addition, a massive neutrino inevitably generates a nonzero
anomalous magnetic moment of itself[18], which has never been observed to be of positive value[19].
Historically Kobayashi and Maskawa[28] predicted the third generation of quarks from the observed
CP violating decay K0L → 2π. The existence of the third generation well accounts for this phe-
nomenon by a naturally induced flavor-changing 3× 3 matrix of quarks, while for a lepton sector,
no corresponding flavor-changing decay has been observed. W± bosons couple only to left-handed
particles. These phenomena are better explained by the right-left asymmetry of the weak inter-
action, traced back to the masslessness of neutrinos. Such difference between quarks and leptons
might well be reduced to the largest difference between the corresponding forces, i.e., weak and
strong interactions.
Motivated by the above consideration and with help of many previous works of pioneers to construct a
consistent theory of quantum gravity with minimal assumptions briefly reviewed in appendix C, we study
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the natural possibility to unify all the existing 4 kinds of interactions into a common phase of a wave
function. The key concept is the singularity of a phase as the origin of gauge fields[31]. If this is the case,
all interactions are subsidiary force derived from the original U(1) gauge potential. In addition, gravity
and weak coupling constants gG and gW can be defined after gEM .
Section 2 is a note on singularities, especially a general class of singularities made from usual Taylor
expansions by finite times of operations defined there, with its application to the short distance limit
potential problem of the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation.
However this is only a preparation for a physically important generalization of the results to higher
dimensions and the long distance limit of the Klein-Gordon equation in section 3. This section is our
main contribution. We make use of the previous results to build the self-consistency conditions of powers
for the general 2 body problems of elementary particles.
Neglecting spins and spherical asymmetry, we shall derive several general, though qualitative theorems
on the relations of the (scalar) bosons and the potentials each of them feels. Particularly, SU(2)L×U(1)-
unification is derived without assuming a phase transition. Furthermore, this can account for the smallness
of neutrino mass without assuming the see-saw or other non-standard mechanisms. In the next subsection,
a possible origin of the Higgs mechanism is proposed. If this is the case, W±-bosons are altered forms of
photons and then we can define Z0-bosons as subsidiary particles obtained by projecting the SU(2)L Lie
algebra generated by W±-bosons onto the orthogonal complement of photons.
In the next subsection, we shall deal with gravity within the range of the standard model, respecting
the result of Weinberg[8] that derives the Einstein equation without assuming a curved space-time, not
giving gravitons special treatments. The inferred shape of gravity potential involves both the Newtonian
potential and its Schwarzschild correction. According to this, it is natural to consider that there is no
black hole, for no singularity appears in the Klein-Gordon equation in a flat space-time. In the next
subsection, we apply previous results to more general 2 body problems and associate every particle pair
of the standard model with their corresponding asymptotic expansion of an eigen function, thus unifying
all 4 kinds of interactions.
Then we turn around to section 4, where we consider the meaning of internal and external degrees
of freedom, and find that two degrees of freedom naturally arises from the Poincare´ transformation rule
for the two bodies. This can be the origin of a nonintegrable complex U(1) phase θ. Furthermore, a
geometric derivation of gauge fields is explored. In section 5, we shall express the gravitational, electric,
magnetic and gluon fields in a unified way from this phase θ.
The section 6 is rather supplementary, where we review classical experimental backgrounds for general
relativity and try to explain them within the range of special relativity, and discuss several paradoxes in
quantum gravity.
Finally, in section 7 we include angular momentums and thus give a more strict discussion of the
results of the section 3. We try to answer the mystery of gravity, and of small but nonzero neutrino
masses.
Nonetheless, Prof. Koshiba’s work is still stimulating our ambitious attempts for the ultimate theory
after his reception of the Nobel Prize in 2002. Now in 2009 we feel a bit more close to the theory, for
Prof. Kobayashi, Maskawa, and Nambu also received the Prize. A natural geometric interpretation of
the quark flavor mixing angle is added in the Conclusion.
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2 On singular potential of the Schro¨dinger equation
2.1 Introduction to this section
Quantum theory is afflicted with inevitable ambiguity beyond measurements. This work is motivated by
an attempt to shed light on such ambiguity. For example, the analyticity of an eigen function can not
be determined by finite times of measurements. But if the eigen function becomes very sharp at a point,
average momentum is dominated by the point, and the theory may not be sensitive to such analyticity.
Moreover, if a continuous eigen function takes both plus and minus values, it must also take 0, which is the
qualitative fact not sensitive to the exact shape of the eigen function. In this section we first distinguish
these two kinds of singularities in subsection 2. Then we proceed to construct several frequently occurring
analytic behaviors of possible singularities in subsection 3. Extension to a general spatial dimension N
is discussed in subsection 4. Physical explanation of the results and possible applications are discussed
in subsection 5. Notice that we never use the term ‘wave function’ here, but use ‘eigen function’. This is
because the renormalization technique means to cut-off high frequency modes of eigen functions. Here,
instead, we respect the C2-class analyticity of eigen functions. This focus on C2-class eigen functions
is minor to traditional approach to respect the L2-condition 2, and hence the application of the present
analyses may be limited. However, we believe that C2-class analyticity is independent of the L2-condition
3, and nonetheless important. Thus in this section we shall study the asymptotic behavior of a singular
potential with a focus on C2-class analyticity of eigen functions. However, we do not restrict our discussion
only on the C2-class eigen functions..
2.2 Possibility of singularity and domain of definition
For simplicity, let us first consider a one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation,
y′′ = V y − Ey. (2.1)
In this section, we will say that a function y(x) has a potential V (x) iff y is a C2-class function defined
in (0, a) and further if there exist a function V (x) and a constant E which satisfy (2.1) in (0, a).
In fact, any C2-class function y satisfies (2.1) if we take
V = y′′/y, E = 0. (2.2)
Here the replacement of the constant E → E′ is equivalent to V → V −E′ +E, so from now on we take
E = 0. There are 2 possible cases for (2.2) to have a singularity:
(I) There exists a x such that y(x) = 0, 0 < x < a,
(II) y′′ does not converge (for x→ +0 or x→ a− 0).
Both cases include a removable singularity in which case a pole and a zero point cancel out.
2.3 Construction of several frequently occurring powers of possible singular-
ities
Now let us move the possible singularity to x = 0 by the redefinition of the origin and consider the
behavior of V as x → +0. Let y(z) be the natural analytic continuation of y(x) (from the real axis) to
the complex plane. We first consider
(CASE 1) y(z) has no essential singularity at z = 0.
2The natural L2-condition is discussed in an appendix and in the section 3.
3An C2-class eigen function defined on a finite closed region always satisfies L2-condition, but not, if defined on a finite
opened region.
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(a) If y(z) can be Laurent expanded around z = 0 as
y =
∞∑
n=k
anz
n, ak 6= 0 (2.3)
and the expansion is uniformly convergent on any compact subset in the annular domain D = {z|0 <
|z| < r}[41]4, then we find that the potential V behaves as
y′′
y
=
∑∞
n=k ann(n− 1)zn−2∑∞
n=k anz
n
→
{ ad
ak
d(d − 1)zd−2−k (0 ≤ k)
k(k − 1)z−2 (k < 0) , (2.4)
with d the lowest power such that ad 6= 0 and 1 < d (if there is no such d, ad = 0).
(b) When we replace the power of the finite number of terms in the a (a) expansion with an arbitrary
real number, we obtain
5
y′′
y
→
 adak d(d− 1)zd−2−k
(
if y = a0 + a1z + adz
d · · · or
y = a1z + zdz
d · · ·
)
k(k − 1)z−2 (k < 0) (otherwise)
, (2.5)
where ad is the coefficient of the lowest power except for 0, 1. Thus far, the powers ν where the potential
can behave like V → xν as x→ +0 are
for (I), ν = −2 ; −1 ≤ ν, (2.6)
for (II), −2 ≤ ν < −1, −1 < ν < 0. (2.7)
(c) If y(z) admits the expansion
y =
k∑
n=l
an(log z)
n, al 6= 0, (2.8)
then we find
y′′
y
=
∑k
n=l nan{(n− 1)(log z)n−2 − (log z)n−1}
z2
∑k
n=l an(log z)
n
→ −k
z2 log z
, (2.9)
where log z diverges as z → 0, but for an arbitrary integer n, z(log z)n tends to 0. So we can regard log z
as ‘an infinitesimal negative power’ z−ǫ (ǫ > 0). Then we can generalize the type (b) expansion by the
replacement of finite number of terms
anz
n → zn
kn∑
m=ln
amn(log z)
m (m ∈ R). (2.10)
This has the effect of {
zd−2−k → zd−2−k(log z)m (m ∈ R)
z−2 → z−2/ log z (2.11)
in (2.5), i.e., 6
for (I), ν = −2(+ǫ) ; −1 ≤ ν. (2.12)
4From now on, we assume this condition of uniformly convergence on compact sets without further mentioning.
5From now on, the expansion coefficients are all real except if mentioned, and the branch is chosen so that the function
takes unique real value at z → +0. More precisely, a branching point with the power of an irrational number is an essential
singularity, but the difference is not important here. All the terms are arranged in the order of ascending powers. For
example, let us assume y(x) = 7x
73
95 +5x
√
5 + 3xπ + x2
√
5 + 3x
77
5 . Then, there is the natural unique analytic continuation
of y(r) from the real axis to the complex region around z = 0 except the cut Re z ≤ 0.
6For a C2-class function y, −1− ǫ is impossible. And for (II), the region of ν is invariant.
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Let us call this type of expansion the type (c). For the type (c) expansions, we can define the index of
power ky , µy, νy(z → +0) as follows:
y → zky , y
′
y
→ zµy , y
′′
y
→ zνy . (2.13)
Type (c) property is invariant under finite times of summations, subtractions, and differentiations.
(d) When we apply finite times of summations, subtractions, multiplications, divisions (by 6= 0), differ-
entiations, and compositions (with the shape of f(g(z)), 0 ≤ kg, g(+0) = +0 where f, g are the type
(c) expansions), ky, µy, νy can also be defined. As an arbitrary type (d) expansion f(z) has a countable
number of terms and a nonzero ‘radius of convergence 7 ’ r where the expansion converges for 0 < |z| < r,
it can be written as
f(z) =
∞∑
n=0
fn . (2.14)
As the ‘principal part’ which satisfies kfn < 0 consists of finite number of terms, a type (d) expansion di-
verges or converges monotonically as z → +0, so enables the expansion of (2.14) in the order of ascending
powers. As the expansion is almost the same as that of the type (c) (the only differences are the multi-
plications by (log z)n for an infinite number of terms and the appearance of the terms like log(z log z)),
the region of νy remains unchanged. We just use the symbolic notation ǫ
2 = ǫ for an infinitesimal power
like 1/ log(− log z).
Next we consider
(CASE 2) y(z) has an isolated essential singularity at z = 0. Then Weierstrass’ theorem of complex
analysis shows that a sequence of points can converge to any value depending on its approach to an
essential singularity (with infinite order) [41]. But now that we study only the case along the real axis
z → +0, the limit is sometimes well defined. Let us study the following cases.
(e) When the following expansion is possible (the type (e)): y = ±ef(z), where f is a type (d) expansion,
then we can define the finite values µy, νy by
{
y′
y = f
′ → zµy , µy = kf + µf ,
y′′
y = f
′2 + f ′′ → zνy , νy ≥ min(2kf + 2µf , kf + νf ).
Let us consider the region of νy. For kf ≥ 0 it is the same as for the type (d). For
y = eaz
k
(a, k ∈ R, k ≤ 0) (2.15)
satisfies
y′′
y
= a2k2z2k−2 + ak(k − 1)zk−2 →
{
Cz−2±ǫ (k = −ǫ) (or higher order)
a2k2z2k−2 (k < 0)
where C is a constant, combination with the type (c) case leads to the region of νy as:
For (I), νy ≤ −2 + ǫ ; −1 ≤ νy, (2.16)
For (II), an arbitrary negative number except for − 1, (2.17)
Let us then consider if we can fill the remaining ‘window’ of the region of νy for (I),
−2 + ǫ < νy < −1.
7The meaning of this term is different from the usual one because z = 0 can be a singularity point.
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(f) When we can write y = f0+
∑m
n=1(±)efn , where f0 and fn is of the type (d), kfn < 0, and (±) takes
each of the signatures +−, then we can assume that each term in∑ is ordered in the increasing absolute
values for z → +0. Because
eaz
k →
 z
0 (k ≥ 0, a 6= 0)
0 (k < 0, a < 0)
∞ (k < 0, a > 0)
and y → 0 for (I), we obtain
y =
( ∞∑
n=0
mn∑
m=ln
anmz
n(log z)m
)
+
l∑
n=1
(±)e
∑
∞
i=kn
∑
kni
j=lni
anijz
i(log z)j
. (2.18)
If the second term sum at the R.H.S. is not 0, we can write
kl ≤ · · · ≤ k1 ≤ 0, anknkni < 0. (2.19)
The following example illustrates the meaning of above operation to arrange all terms in an ascending
order. We can symbolically arrange several terms in an ascending order of z in the limit z → +0 as
follows:
e
1
z2 , e−
log z
z , e
1
z , z−2, 1 ≃ e± 1log z , z, e− log2 z, e− 1z , e− 1z2 . (2.20)
On the other hand, for the case (I) (y is of C2-class), the first term sum of (2.18) can be written as
( ) = a10z +
∞∑
n=2
mn∑
m=ln
· · · , m2 = 0. (2.21)
As
y′′ →

anm(z
n(log z)m)′′ → n(n− 1)anmzn−mǫ−2
(
The term such that
n−mǫ is the smallest
)
(∃anm 6= 0)[
{anknknizkn(log z)kni}′2 + {anknknizkn(log z)kni}′′
]
×e
∑
∞
i=kn
∑
kni
j=lni
anijz
i(log z)j
(∀anm = 0)
(2.22)
for z → +0, we find
y′′
y
→

n(n− 1)anma10 zn−mǫ−3 (a10 6= 0 and ∃anm 6= 0)
Cz2kn−2kniǫ−2eanknkniz
kn (log z)kni → 0 (a10 6= 0 and ∀anm = 0)
n(n− 1)z−2 (a10 = 0 and ∃anm 6= 0)
C′z2kn−2kniǫ−2 (a10 = 0 and ∀anm = 0)
, (2.23)
where C, (0 <)C′ are constants. The possible values of νy for (I) remain unchanged:
νy ≤ −2 + ǫ ; −1 ≤ νy . (2.24)
(g) If the expansion is obtained from the type (f) expansions by finite times of summations, subtractions,
multiplications, divisions (by 6= 0), differentiations, and compositions (with the shape of f(g(z)), 0 ≤
kg, g(+0) = +0 where f, g are the type (f) expansions), then the expansion becomes very complicated
compared to an ordinary Laurent expansion. However, such an expansion has a countable number of
terms and a nonzero ‘radius of convergence’ r 8 where y is analytic for 0 < |z| < r. This can also be
ordered partially in the ascending powers and we can write the first term explicitly, and so monotonically
diverges or converges but never oscillates as z → +0. Its general shape is the whole sum
(1)i + (2)j + · · ·+ (m)k , (2.25)
8Of course, the meaning is different from the usual one.
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where
(1)i := (
∞∑
n∈{n}i
mi1,···,midi∑
m1,···,mdi=−∞
ainm1···mdi z
n(− log z)m1(− log(−z/ log z))m2
· · · (− log(−z/(− log(−z/ log · · · z))))mdi)
i
,
(2)±j :=
∑
i∈{i}j
(±)e±(1)i ,
(3)±k :=
∑
j∈{j}k
(±)e±(2)j ,
... (2.26)
Here the (±) in front of e takes each of the signatures depending on each i (or j, k, · · ·), while the ± in
the exponent of e and in front of j, k, · · · takes the signature such that the coefficient of the first term in∑
is of the same signature as j after choosing the signatures. Each term is ordered in partially ascending
powers with regard to any sums. The sum with index n is performed according to the monotonically non-
decreasing sequence of real numbers {ni} (−∞ < ni) depending on i. In the same manner, the sum with
index i, j, · · · is performed according to the finite, monotonically non-decreasing sequence {ij}, {jk} · · · of
natural numbers. mi1 , · · · ,midi take finite values, but they increase in correspondence with n and grows→ ∞ as n → ∞, and depend on i. di is the maximal ‘depth’ of the composition of logs, or the number
of logs, depending on i and of finite value. 9
As the sum of the shape of (m)i can always be represented as the exponent of the infinite sum of the
same shape,
(m)i = (±)e(m)0 , (m)0 := log
(
sum of the finite number of e(m−1)is
)
= (m− 1)1 + log
(
1± e(m−1)′2 + · · ·
)
, (2.27)
the type (g) expansion can in fact be written in only ‘one term’ exp(m)i+1.
Now, for the part of i ≤ 0 in (m)i, satisfying 0 ≤ k(m)i , exp(m)i can be written within the shape of
(m)i as the composition of e
z and (m)i, Then we can write for (I)
y = bz +
∞∑
n=2
anz
n ∼ +
∑
i<0
(±)e−bizi∼··· +
∑
j<0
(±)e−ecjz
j
∼···...
+
∑
k<0
(±)e−ee
dkz
k
∼···
······ · · · , (2.28)
where bi, cj , dk, · · · > 0, ∼ represents the abbreviation of log z ∼, and · · · the higher order terms. The
power of y′′/y depends on whether b = 0 or not, and what is the first of bi, cj, dk, · · · such that the
corresponding term is not 0:
y′′
y
→

n(n− 1)anb zn−mǫ−3 (b 6= 0 and ∃an 6= 0, n−mǫ ≥ 2)
(±) 0 (b 6= 0 and ∀an = 0 and ∃bi or cj or dk · · · > 0)
+n(n− 1)z−2 (b = 0 and ∃an 6= 0)
+Cz2i±2ǫ−2 (b =∀ an = 0 and ∃bi > 0)
+∞ (b =∀ an =∀ bi = 0 and ∃cj or dk or · · · > 0)
, (2.29)
where C is a positive constant and ∀bi = 0 means that there is no term in
∑
i<0. Notice that the first 2
lines of (2.29) can take both signs, in contrast that other 3 lines can take only positive sign.
We therefore find
for (I), νy ≤ −2 + ǫ, −1 ≤ νy, (2.30)
9The power is smaller when m1 +m2 + · · · + mi1 is greater for the same n, and when it is also the same and m1 is
smaller, and when it is also the same and m2 is smaller, ..., and so on.
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where ǫ represents the power like log z ∼.
It is unclear to us whether there are other cases, but we just mention that the type (g) expansion is
self-contained in the sense that it is closed under usual operations.
Finally, we consider
(CASE 3) y(z) has a non-isolated essential singularity at z = 0.
(h) Even if we allow complex coefficients in (g), the discussion above is almost valid. The exception occurs
when a is complex eaz shows oscillatory behavior, and so y is not monotonic as z → 0 and generally has
an accumulation point of poles or essential singularities, keeping us away from defining ky, µy, or νy. For
example,
y = z5 sin(z−1) (2.31)
satisfies the condition of (I) and the term with the smallest power in y cancels that of y′′, yet higher
order oscillation remains.
There may be cases other than discussed above, but in such cases νy would not be physical, even if it
could be defined.
2.4 Extension to higher dimensions
We can extend the results to dimension N as follows. If we assume that the eigen function y is a N-
dimensional spherical symmetric function R(r) and take the constant term a = 0, (2.29) is clearly replaced
by
∆R(r)
R(r)
=
R′′
R
+
N − 1
r
R′
R
→

+(N − 1)r−2 (or higher order) (b 6= 0)
+n(n+N − 2)r−2 (∃an 6= 0 is the first term)
+(−ibi)2r2i±2ǫ−2 (or higher order) (b =∀ an = 0 and ∃bi > 0)
+∞ (b =∀ an =∀ bi = 0 and ∃cj or dk or · · · > 0)
. (2.32)
Notice that we neglected the angular dependence for simplicity. There is no reason to assume that R(r)
is C2-class[40]. For the realistic N = 3 case, the weaker L2 condition to allow logarithmic divergence
is equivalent to R(r) with the first term r(−3/2) or higher order, with the only difference that − 32 ≤ n
instead of 2 ≤ n in (2.32). Above results show that for a physical dimension N = 1, 2, 3, the sign of a
potential V → rν with a C2-class R(r) must be positive for ν ≤ −2 + ǫ (r → 0), but can be negative
for other cases. In fact, a negative potential for ν < −2 can appear, when we take bi pure imaginary in
(2.28) and (2.32). But this corresponds to the oscillatory behavior of a type (h) expansion and may not
be distinguished from usual analytic points by finite times of measurements.
2.5 Physical explanation of the results and possible applications
The previous results are not mathematically perfect, but show that very wide types of functions such
that closed in usual operations, only by satisfying the second order differential equation, can restrict the
behavior of the potential. Or physically, if there exists a wave function that can be applied to every point
of the world, the point of nonzero charge should also be included in the domain, which determines the
shape of a force.
Notice that the difficulties caused by point-like particles may be absent here. If we assume that the
existence of an eigen function is more fundamental than that of a potential, there can be the region where
the potential is not defined (where the eigen function is 0). Even if analyticity of a matter field is not
a quantity distinguished by finite times of measurement, this inevitable ambiguity may be the origin of
gauge uncertainty[1].
Notice also that the type (g) expansion is valid under the special rule that we must not decompose
an exponent ef(z) for kf < 0 until the end of the calculation (that is, we always maintain the term like
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e−1/z as a single term. As long as 0 ≤ kf , the Taylor expansion of ef(z) causes no problem). Then a
type (g) expansion diverges or converges monotonically as z → +0, and hence enables the expansion of
(2.28) in the order of ascending powers of z. Each expansion has several infinite series of different order.
Having nonzero ‘radius of convergence’, it can be calculated as a usual function. Instead, near z = 0, if
we do not obey the rule and try to calculate by extracting all the terms below a certain order, the result,
even if finite, may depend on the arrangement of terms. (It is known in mathematics that an infinite
series that does not converge absolutely does not always converge to a unique value.) This implies an
interesting non-commutative property.
Possible physical applications of the results are as follows. The first application is to general relativity,
where the results show directly that in quantum mechanics, an eigen function and a potential obey
different transformation rules under a nonlinear coordinate transformation. This is because not the value
of an eigen function R(r) itself but the ratio of R(r) to its second derivative R′′(r) is important for a
potential singularity. The integral constants, i.e., coefficients of the constant and linear terms vanish after
differentiation. In usual quantum mechanics, the special property of an eigen function, that its 0-points
are of order one and near them it behaves like sinx, saves the potential from divergence. We can learn
from our results that this paradox leads to an information loss problem and quantum mechanics are valid
only in the flat spacetime.
Another application is to the general theory of renormalization. The above consideration explains
why some theories nonrenormalizable in the usual sense are partially computable. The first example
of such cases is quantum gravity, where the one loop quantum corrections to the Newton potential are
determined by assuming the Einstein-Hilbert action and the perturbation around the flat metric and
calculating the effective action[2] [3][4]. The result is
V (r) = −Gm1m2
r
(
1− G(m1 +m2)
rc2
− 127Gh
30π2r2c3
)
, (2.33)
where G, h, c,m1,m2 are respectively the Newton constant, Planck constant, the speed of light in a
vacuum, and the masses of the particles. This naturally contains both two kinds of corrections at the
distance. The second term is the Schwarzschild relativistic correction, and the third is the first order
quantum correction. The first term in (2.33) is an attractive force and others are repulsive. They
correspond to the type (e) singularity of the eigen function. Of course, whether or not the assumption is
valid for very high energy is another story[7], though.
The second example is perturbative QCD, where it is shown that in a confined theory the poles and
branch points of the true Green functions are generated by the Physical states of hadrons in the unitarity
relation, and no singularities related to the underlying quark and gluon degrees of freedom should appear
[5]. Detailed discussions about these topics - Borel summation, renormalons, Landau singularities - are
in [6], so I only mention here that the Callan-Symanzik equation
µ
d
dµ
gµ = β(gµ) (2.34)
just means that the cutoff scale µ(g) as the function of a coupling constant, when differentiated once,
does not always behave like one with its power smaller by 1. (It seems peculiar that the cutoff scale
depends on a coupling constant, but the idea of multi-valued coupling constant is interesting.)
Other applications may include the spherical-symmetric part of the effective field equation of the
Higgs potential, where we can extend the potential to the more general functional of a scalar field φ
without breaking gauge symmetry.
2.6 Conclusion for this section
Singularities of a potential V are most likely good indicators of new physics at high energies. Thus, it is
important to study possible singularities and clarify if they are consistent and admissible. The theme of
this section is to study the asymptotic behavior of a singular potential that arises under several frequently
occurring analytic behaviors of the eigen functions (of the Schro¨dinger eigenvalue problem). We never
introduce cut-offs. Instead, we study the effect of assuming a C2-class eigen function. We find that the
asymptotic behavior of the singular potential crucially depends on the analytic property of the eigen
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function near the singular point. The results show that for a one-dimensional eigen function y(x), the
powers ν of the asymptotic behavior V (x) → xν as x → +0 satisfy ν ≤ −2 + ǫ or −1 ≤ ν, where ǫ
represents an infinitesimal positive constant. Particularly, ν < −2 can occur when we admit an essential
singularity of y, where the positive sign of V (x) (x → +0) corresponds to both exponential decay and
divergence of y(x) like e±1/x, and the negative sign to a pathological oscillatory behavior like e±i/x. This
section has something to do with the theory of computability [37, 38, 1]. See the next section [10] for
useful applications.
3 An alternative to Higgs and unification
3.1 Introduction to this section
In usual dimensional counting, a momentum has dimension one. But a function f(x), when differentiated
n times, does not always behave like one with its power smaller by n. For example, this can occur in
the neighborhood of x = 0 if the function f(x) has an essential singularity at x = 0, f(0) → 0(x → 0).
Thus the dimension of a momentum is such an operator that cannot be fixed unless the operand of the
differential operator is explicit. This inevitable uncertainty discussed in section 2 may be essential in
general theory of renormalization, including quantum gravity[9].
In this section, the settings to deal with this problem are as follows. Let us neglect spins at first
and consider a 2 body problem of a pair of scalar particles X,Y in the vacuum10. We assume the
spherical-symmetric part of the Klein-Gordon equation [40]
∆R(r) =
[
1
r2
d
dr
(r2
d
dr
)− l(l + 1)
r2
]
R(r) = − (E − eφ(r))
2 −M2c4
h¯2c2
R(r) =: V (r)R(r) (3.1)
with a time-independent spherical-symmetric U(1) potential Aµ := (φ(r), 0, 0, 0), (3.2)
where E,M are respectively the energy and mass of the 2 body system. Notice that here M means
the reduced mass MXMYMX+MY in terms of the masses MX ,MY of the scalar particles X,Y . −e is simply
a constant. It can be the same as the electric charge of X if we regard φ(r) as the electric potential
generated by Y and R(r) as the spherical symmetric part of the system, if both particles X and Y have
an electrical charge. However, it can be only formally the charge of an electron, when we regard X as
a chargeless photon with its spin neglected. In this approximate (or toy model) case, the photon X can
naturally interact only with the gravitational potential φG(r).
At first we neglect angular momentums -both spins and orbital angular momentums l-, which are
discussed later in the section 7. Let us require the following self-consistent conditions for a realistic gauge
field (3.2):
1. There exists at least one C2-class eigen function R(r) satisfying (1) with l = 0.
2. The free field part of a Lagrangian is finite for the R(r).
3. This R(r) in turn creates another potential φ′(r) ∝ R and the corresponding force ∝ −grad R.
We can construct some possible powers of the potentials by assuming R(r) to be a ‘generalized Taylor
expansion’ defined in section 2.
3.2 Extension to the long distance limit and higher dimensions
We can extend previous results to r → ∞ case in a spatial dimension N as follows. Let us consider
a spherical-symmetric Klein-Gordon equation with l = 0 and a time-independent U(1) gauge potential
10The vacuum in axiomatic quantum field theory is defined as the Poincare´ invariant state where not any kind of a
particle nor an anti particle is present and satisfies the spectrum condition[64] that every 4-momentum pµ as an operator
of parallel transformations is positive definite pµpµ ≥ M2, M > 0 and has a positive energy E := p0 > 0. In particular,
the spacetime is uniform, isotropic, and flat. See also Appendix F.
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Aµ := (φ(r), 0, 0, 0) (only the first time component is nonzero and the rest N − 1 components are 0),
−∆R(r) = (E − eφ)
2 −M2c4
h¯2c2
R(r)
=: −V (r)R(r). (3.3)
For simplicity, we assume that the eigen function R(r) is a N-dimensional spherical symmetric function
R(r). We change the variable to z := 1r and assume that R(z) is a C
2 class function of the type (g) in
the previous section 2 (expanded as below)
R = a+ bz +
∞∑
n=2
anz
n ∼ · · ·+
∑
i<0
(±)e−bizi∼··· · · ·
+
∑
j<0
(±)e−ecjz
j
∼···... · · ·+
∑
k<0
(±)e−ee
dkz
k
∼···
······ · · · . (3.4)
The previous result (2.32) for a = 0 and N 6= 1
∆R(r)
R(r)
=
R′′
R
+
N − 1
r
R′
R
→

+(N − 1)r−2 (b 6= 0)
+n(n+N − 2)r−2 (b = 0 and ∃an 6= 0)
+(−ibi)2r2i±2ǫ−2 (b =∀ an = 0 and ∃bi > 0)
+∞ (b =∀ an =∀ bi = 0 and ∃cj or dk or · · · > 0)
. (3.5)
for the short distance limit is clearly replaced by
∆R(r)
R(r)
=
1
R(z)
{
dz
dr
d
dz
(
dz
dr
dR(z)
dz
)
+ (N − 1)z dz
dr
dR(z)
dz
}
= z4
R′′(z)
R(z)
− z3(N − 3)R
′(z)
R(z)
→

(3−N) baz3 (a 6= 0 and b 6= 0 and N 6= 3)
(n−N + 2)nana zn+2 (or higher order) (a 6= 0 and b = 0 and ∃an 6= 0 and N 6= 3)
(n− 1)nana zn+2 (a 6= 0 and ∃an 6= 0 and N = 3)
(±) 0 (a 6= 0 and b =∀ an = 0 and ∃bi or cj or dk or · · · > 0)
(3−N)z2 (a = 0 and b 6= 0 and N 6= 3)
(n− 1)nanb zn+1 (a = 0 and b 6= 0 and ∃an 6= 0 and N = 3)
(±) 0 (a or b 6= 0 and ∀an = 0 and ∃bi or cj or dk or · · · > 0 and N = 3)
(n−N + 2)nz2 (or higher order) (a = b = 0 and ∃an 6= 0)
+(−ibi)2z2i±2ǫ+2 (a = b =∀ an = 0 and ∃bi > 0)
+∞ (a = b =∀ an =∀ bi = 0 and ∃cj or dk or · · · > 0)
.(3.6)
11 Noting that 2 ≤ n and i < 0, we conclude the potential V (r) as r → ∞ must be positive for (N ≤ 3
and ν = −2) or −2 < ν, where ν is the power of the potential V → rν as r → ∞; can take both signs
11The line 2 includes the case a 6= 0 and b = 0 and ∃an 6= 0 and N = n+ 2 6= 3, when
∆R(r)
R(r)
→ (m −N + 2)mam
a
zm+2 or the like, where am is the term next to anzn.
The line 8 includes the case a = b = 0 and ∃an 6= 0 and n = N − 2, when
∆R(r)
R(r)
→ (m −N + 2)mam
an
zm−n+2 or the like, where am is the term next to anzn.
In addition, line 2, 4, 7, 8 include the Yukawa potential case, when
φ ∼ rle
− bi
zi in (3.15), the only finite solutions are that of the footnote 6, i.e.,
∆R(z)
R(z)
→ d
a
(bii)
2zle
− bi
zi
(
R(z) =
{
a+ bzn + dzke
− bi
zi + · · · (b = 0 if N 6= n+ 2) or
azn + dzk+ne
− bi
zi + · · · (N = n+ 2)
)
, where a, d 6= 0 and bi, i > 0
and k = 2i− l.
It is curious that there are some ‘degenerate’ eigen functions for the same asymptotic potential, even if not normalizable
for N < 4.
Finally, this and line 9 allow for a single term with pure imaginary bi, except for which an imaginary coefficient of the
exponent leads to a non-physical oscillatory or imaginary potential. This is indeed the case for the Coulomb scattering of
a photon.
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for other cases. There is no reason to assume that R(z) is C2 class, but more natural normalizability
condition that R(r) is a L2 function leads to small modification N < 2n instead of 2 ≤ n in (3.4) and so,
a = 0 if 0 < N and R.H.S. of (3.6) is replaced by 12
→

(n−N + 2)nz2 (or higher order)
(
(a = b = 0 and ∃an 6= 0 and N < 2n) or
(a = 0 and ∃an 6= 0 and N2 < n < 1)
)
+(−ibi)2z2i±2ǫ+2 (a = b =∀ an = 0 and ∃bi > 0)
+∞ (a = b =∀ an =∀ bi = 0 and ∃cj or dk or · · · > 0)
. (3.7)
In this case, the potential must be positive for (ν = −2 and N < n + 2) or −2 < ν. Notice that (2.32)
for more general cases of N, a can be obtained from (3.6) by the trivial replacement N → 4 − N and
z → r with its power smaller by 4. Then, we conclude the potential V (r) as r → +0 must be positive
for (1 ≤ N and ν = −2) or ν < −2, where ν is the power of the potential V → rν as r → +0; can take
both signs for other cases. If we assume R(r) is L2 instead of C2, −2n < N instead of 2 ≤ n, and so by
renaming a1 := b the results are
∆R(r)
R(r)
→

(n+N − 2)nana rn−2 (or higher order) (a 6= 0 and ∃an 6= 0 and 0 < n)
(±) 0 (a or a2−N 6= 0 and ∀an = 0 for n 6= 2−N and ∃bi or cj or dk or · · · > 0)
(n+N − 2)nr−2 (or higher order)
(
(a = 0 and ∃an 6= 0) or
(∃an 6= 0 and n < 0)
)
+(−ibi)2r2i±2ǫ−2 (a =∀ an = 0 and ∃bi > 0)
+∞ (a =∀ an =∀ bi = 0 and ∃cj or dk or · · · > 0)
.(3.8)
2 Above results show that for a physical dimension N = 1, 2, 3, the sign of a potential V must be positive
for ν ≤ −2 + ǫ (r → 0) and −2− ǫ ≤ ν (r →∞), but can be negative for other cases.
3.3 Theorems for the long distance limit
Now we define the following conditions for later convenience.
The first are normalization conditions naturally required for the boson or fermion free field. We require
the free field Lagrangian to be finite. The L2 condition is equivalent to a finite mass term, a little different
from our present condition to require finite free field terms. The meaning and necessity of our condition
is discussed in Appendix A.
Let us take Fµν := ∂µAν − ∂νAµ and denote the power as n where the field behaves like rn for the
corresponding cases r → +0 or r →∞ on consideration. Clearly, Normalization Conditions for Free
fields are
for Massive Boson fields in the Long distance limit (NC-MBL),
n ≤ −N+12 , where Lfree = {(∂µ − ieAµ)φ′}†{(∂µ − ieAµ)φ′} −M2φ′†φ′ − FµνFµν/4 (M 6= 0);
for Massless Boson fields in the Long distance limit (NC-0BL),
n ≤ 1−N2 , where Lfree = {(∂µ − ieAµ)φ′}†{(∂µ − ieAµ)φ′} − FµνFµν/4;
for Massive Fermion fields in the Long distance limit (NC-MFL),
n ≤ −N+12 , where Lfree = ψ¯γµ(∂µ − ieAµ)ψ −Mψ¯ψ − FµνFµν/4 (M 6= 0);
for Massless Fermion fields in the Long distance limit (NC-0FL),
n ≤ −N2 , where Lfree = ψ¯γµ(∂µ − ieAµ)ψ − FµνFµν/4;
all of them with the Exceptional rule for massless particles (NC-0Ex) that
12It is impossible for the R.H.S. to be
→
{
(n− 1)n an
b
zn+1 (a = 0 and b 6= 0 and ∃an 6= 0 and 1 < n and N = 3)
(±) 0 (a = 0 and b 6= 0 and ∀an = 0 and ∃bi or cj or dk or · · · > 0 and N = 3)
.
because b appears. In addition, ‘higher order’ does not appear in case of n ≤ 2 nor N ≤ 4.
For the realistic N = 3 case, the weaker L2 condition to allow logarithmic divergence is equivalent to R(z) of C1 class, with
only difference that 1 < n instead of 2 ≤ n in (2.32) and (2.32).
2The line 1,3 include the special case N = 2− n, when
∆R(r)
R(r)
→ (m+N − 2)mam
a
rm−2, (m+N − 2)mam
an
rm−n−2 or
the like, respectively, where am is the term next to anrn such that m 6= 0. In addition, ‘higher order’ does not appear in
case of n ≤ −2 nor 4 ≤ N .
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an arbitrary constant can be added, with the next term n ≤ −1 for bosons; n ≤ −3 for fermions.
For Boson fields in the Short distance limit (NC-BS),
1−N
2 ≤ n, where Lfree = {(∂µ − ieAµ)φ′}†{(∂µ − ieAµ)φ′} −M2φ′†φ′ − FµνFµν/4;
for Fermion fields in the Short distance limit (NC-FS),
−N2 ≤ n, where Lfree = ψ¯γµ(∂µ − ieAµ)ψ −Mψ¯ψ − FµνFµν/4.
For all above cases, = means the critical case of logarithmic divergence.
The second condition we define for later convenience is the
Positive Potential Condition (PPC) that
the potential V (r) defined in (3.1) (as like in section 2) is positive.
This is indeed satisfied for the non-relativistic approximation of a Klein-Gordon equation (3.1), if
−V = (E − eφ)
2 −M2c4
h¯2c2
(3.9)
≈ 2M
h¯2
(E −Mc2 − eφ) < 0, (3.10)
where |E −Mc2|, |eφ| ≪ Mc2. In addition, (3.9) shows that PPC is never satisfied for massless bosons.
Indeed, PPC means that the particle is in the bound state. ‘−eφ’ in (3.1) means the electric charge −e
times potential φ and then, the force is defined as e∇φ.
Notice that in our definition (3.2) of a gauge potential Aµ, the self-consistent condition 3 in previous
introduction leads to another gauge potential and the corresponding field
A′µ := (φ′(r), 0, 0, 0), (3.11)
As
δFµνF
µν
δAµ
= 4∂ν(∂
µAν − ∂νAµ) = −4∆Aµ for (3.2), (3.12)
we can write {(∂µ − ieAµ)φ′}†{(∂µ − ieAµ)φ′} −M2φ′†φ′ − FµνFµν/4
= −FµνFµν/4− F ′†µνF ′µν/4−M2φ′†φ′, (3.13)
where F ′µν := (∂µ − ieAµ)A′ν − (∂ν − ieAν)A′µ. (3.14)
Remember that for the long distance limit r := |x − y| → ∞, every correlation function of the two
points in a spatial position is decomposed into the multiplication of two linear functions[7]:
< A(xµ)B(yν) >→< A(xµ) >< B(yν) >.
Further if a conserved charge Q is a well-defined operator, all the asymptotic fields transform linearly
under Q[33]. That is why we focus on the asymptotic behaviors of fields under the linear Klein-Gordon
equation (3.1).
Then, from the previous results we can verify the following theorems for the long distance limit. It
is unclear to me whether or not previous results are valid for the Dirac equation, but for a moment we
keep away the validity as a later discussion and just describe the specific results given by application for
fermions by writing in a [ ]. Short distance behaviors and angular momentums are also neglected.
Theorem 1
For the higher or smaller spatial dimension N 6= 3, a massless boson [or fermion] that behaves like
∼ 1r (r →∞) can not feel a dominant 1r2 -like long range force.
Proof
For N < 3, this is proven by taking E = M = 0 in (3.9) and comparing with the line 5 of (3.6). The
former violates PPC, which contradicts the latter condition that V (+∞) must be positive for N < 3.
For 3 < N , this is proven just because a nonzero b in the line 5 breaks NC-0BL and for 3 < N , that is
a weaker condition than NC-MBL, NC-0FL, NC-0FL.
A static spherical symmetric electric field like ∼ 1r2 is of course experimentally observed and therefore,
a photon behaves like Aµ = (φ(r), 0, 0, 0), φ(r) ∼ 1r . An interesting corollary of the above theorem is
that, if N < 3, a photon can not feel gravity and there is no gravitational lens! Some people might
suspect that we can not always take E = 0 because it means a virtual photon, but at least in situations
a photon is bounded by the potential and another photon is not bounded, we can always take E = 0 and
thus we dare say
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Theorem 2
For N > 3, if a charged static spherical symmetric black hole can exist, the electric field decreases more
rapidly than 1rN−1 .
Proof
Even a black hole has its gravitational potential ∼ 1r in the distance, for its density is finite and spherical
symmetric, and obeys Gauss’ law and 1r2 -law experimentally, and gravity is always attractive. A black
hole is of course such a matter that even a light can not escape, therefore a bound state exists for a
photon. Taking E =M = 0, the only possible cases are line 5, 8 of (3.6). Strictly speaking, there might
be exceptions for the theorem, where the black hole potential is deviated from the 1r -law because of the
presence of another long range force that a photon can feel. In the standard model of particles, this is
not the case, for no other long range force (gluons nor a photon) couple with a photon. Noting that if
the asymptotic 1r2 -law of gravity holds, from (3.9),
V (r) =
M2c4 − E2 + 2eEφ− (eφ)2
h¯2c2
→

(1) M2c4 − E2 (E2 6=M2c4)
(2) 2eEφ ∼ 1r (E2 =M2c4 6= 0)
(3) (eφ)2 ∼ 1r2 (E2 =M2c4 = 0)
. (3.15)
Thus the only ways for the massless photon to allow such a black hole are the lines 8, 9 of (3.6) 3 i.e.,
(line 8.) This is (3) of (3.15), where the asymptotic 1r2 -law of gravity exactly holds and the photon
remains massless, but the electric field behaves as if away from a polarized matter with no electric
charge as a whole. The former requires that no density is present at distance. Gauss’ law is
geometric and valid in presence of gravity, therefore the latter requires real existence of the charge
to cancel that of the black hole. Up to now all the particles with electric charge are massive,
therefore the cancellation must be due to the electric charge density distributed in a finite region.
From (3.15) and NC-0BL and (3.6), such a ‘medium range’ force can be felt dominant only by
such fields that behave like (b = 0 and N−12 ≤ n). (For other particles, Notice that in quantum
mechanics, even a particle in an empty metal sphere can ‘feel the outer world’. ) Or
(line 9.) The electric field vanish exponentially, and V (r) survive slowly than 1r2 . For each case of
(3.15), (1) i = −1 (2) i = − 12 (3) no i allowed. Thus only possible cases are, either the photon
‘becomes massive’ (i.e., m 6= 0) or otherwise E 6= 0. It is an interesting possibility that a massive
static photon, that is not bounded because violating PPC, can create a e
√
r-like electric field in
the former case and even a massless photon can create the Yukawa-type electric field in the latter
case. Normalization condition is automatically satisfied for these exponentially vanishing solutions.
Such a Yukawa-type electric field can be felt iff by a b = 0 massless boson [or fermion] satisfying
the normalization condition.
There is yet another possibility that asymptotic 1r2 -law of gravity changes to survive more slowly,
because of the long tail of nonzero density the black hole is accompanied with.
In this case, i can take some negative value 6= −1 iff (E2 =M2c4 and −1 < i < 0) or i < −1, when
the photon creates a neither long range nor Yukawa-type but rapidly vanishing electric field.
In addition, from (3.6), this is the only case for gluons to make φ ∼ r potential at distance, when
i = −2 regardless of M,E.
Theorem 3
For N = 3, a massless boson [or fermion] vanishes more rapidly than ∼ 1r (r → ∞), if it feels a 1r2 -like
dominant long range force.
Proof
This is proven by taking M = 0 in (3.15) and comparing with the line 8, 9 of (3.6), for they are the only
cases for φ ∼ 1r (r →∞) to exist.
3For N < 3 (and also for N = 3 if we do not allow logarithmic divergence), this can also be derived from NC-0BF
without assuming the 1
r2
-law of gravity. For [fermions and] massive bosons, more severe than logarithmic divergence
appears.
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Thus, Theorem 2 and its proof hold also for N = 3, only by adding the last of (line 8) <and (line
9)> the following sentences: ‘except for the line 6 < and 7> of (3.6), in which only logarithmic diver-
gence appears for a massless boson that feels the photon which behaves like b 6= 0. But it causes a self
contradiction to identify the massless boson as a photon feeling itself’ .
An interesting corollary of Theorem 1, 3 is
Corollary 1
A massless gauge boson that feels a dominant 1r2 -like long range force can not create a long range force.
This is a bit strange, for a photon can not feel 1r -like potential of gravitational lens. Maybe
1
r2 -law
of an electric field is only approximation in presence of gravity, or 1r2 -rule of gravity is only approxima-
tion in presence of an electric field, or the coexistence of a graviton and a photon leads to a contradiction
in present theory and gravity should be derived from other forces. But this corollary well accounts for the
properties of the standard model, for if a gluon or a glueball had an electric charge, it must be ‘massive’,
and if a photon had a color, the photon must be ‘massive’, provided an isolated gluon or a glueball could
be observed, In addition, a weak boson has an electric charge (this is followed by the experimental fact
that an electron is suddenly created and comes out in β-decay), and then it must be ‘massive’, regardless
of the Higgs mechanism. Thus we come to
Corollary 2
If a photon or graviton is massless and the self interactions of W± bosons are not so strong as to create
a long range force which vanish more slowly than 1r2 , then the W
± bosons can not create a long range
force. In the same way, if a graviton is massless, the glue-balls (if exist) and pions with weak enough self
interaction can not create a long range force, and even if a graviton is massive and a photon is massless,
the electrically charged glueballs (if exist) and pions with weak enough self interaction can not.
If the standard model particles are to be unified some day in such a manner that a photon is massless and
a graviton has an electric charge, then the graviton must be ‘massive’. In the same way, if a graviton is
massless, then the photon must be ‘massive’. Conversely, if a graviton is massless and a photon or gluon
is massive, then the photon or gluon must be ‘massive’ (this is a tautology).
By the way, from the argument of footnote 6, we can verify also
Theorem 4
If a boson [or fermion] feels a dominant Yukawa-type potential, then the eigen function of the particle is
not L2. Particularly, such a boson [or fermion] must be massless for N < 5; can be massive for 5 ≤ N .
proof
This is because if we take E =Mc2 and the Yukawa-type potential φ ∼ zle− bizi in (3.15), the only finite
solutions are that of the footnote 6, i.e.,
∆R(z)
R(z) → da (bii)2zle−
bi
zi
(
R(z) =
{
a+ bzn + dzke−
bi
zi + · · · (b = 0 if N 6= n+ 2) or
azn + dzk+ne−
bi
zi + · · · (N = n+ 2)
)
,
where a, d 6= 0 and bi, i > 0 and k = 2i − l, R(z)s vanish no more rapidly than r2−N , to be compared
with NC-MBL, NC-0BL, [NC-MFL, NC-0FL], and NC-0Ex. Notice that for N = 3, a logarithmic
divergence inevitably appears even for a massless boson in the second case of { , and therefore this case
is impossible for 3 < N .
It is surely a severe condition for realistic physics and thus
Corollary 3
A short range force must always be dominated by a longer range force, or otherwise N < 5 and not felt
by a massive boson [and fermion], or otherwise 5 ≤ N ,
where the term ‘longer’ used to notice that any force that survives more slowly than any Yukawa potential
is allowed.
From now on, we take N = 3 and concentrate on the self-consistent conditions for the standard model.
Then, if we do not take account of gravity as the dominant force,
Corollary 4
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A boson with a charge of a short range force must have another charge of a longer range force, or other-
wise must be massless.
Thus, the unification of SU(2)L × U(1) can be proved without assuming experimental results. The
corollary well accounts for the property of W± [and quarks and charged leptons] which are massive and
have both U(1) and SU(2)L charge. An equivalent proposition that ‘a particle with no charge of any long
range force must not have a charge of any short range force, or otherwise must be massless’ is satisfied
for a Z0 and a photon and a π0 [and almost for neutrinos]. Only if we can neglect gravity· · ·.
3.4 Origin of the Higgs mechanism
Now, remember that a massless free spin 1 boson is always identified with a photon and creates a 1r2 -like
long range force which is identified with an electric field, and gravity couples equivalently to all matter
[8]. Suppose that a massive boson has a charge. If we do not take account of gravity as the dominant
force, and if it is the charge of a short range force, then from Corollary 2 the boson has a charge of a
longer range force. Thus, we can naturally assume that a ‘boson with a charge of a short range force’
has a charge of a long range force, say, electric charge, and call it W+, for a photon of course exists and
creates a long range force. Then, from the CPT -theorem, its anti-particle W− also exists. And this is
the source of the short range force, therefore must be identified with the ‘photon that feels a 1r2 -force
and can create a Yukawa-type electric field’ i.e., the line 9 of (3.6), for the Gauss’ law is valid also for the
field of the ‘reshaped photon’ and gives the real charge distribution. Notice that in this case, there is no
way to distinguish whether or not the ‘reshaped photon’ is massive, for the V (r) becomes the constant
M2c4−E2 asymptotically, and a massless photon with a positive energy E is equivalent to an energy-less
photon with the massMc2 := iE. Thus any photon to feel the same asymptotic nonzero V (∞) can create
the same Yukawa-type electric field and therefore can be taken to be massless. Indeed, the Klein-Gordon
equation for a massless photon with the 1r -potential φG (of gravity) can be solved from (3.6) to give
∆R(r)
R(r)
= − (Eγ − φGγ)
2
h¯2c2
∼ − (EW − φGW − eφEM )
2 −MW 2c4
h¯2c2
∼ m2 − 2mn1
r
+ n(n− 1) 1
r2,
R(r) ∼ e−mrrn. (3.16)
This is in fact the definition of the mass, i.e., for a massless and chargeless photon to feel gravity, some
universal unit for the mass is needed. Here we define the unit by the fine structure constant α := e
2
h¯c .
Then, we can write φG :=
e2M
r , whereM is some constant proportional to the mass the photon feels. In
the same way, the electric potential that the W+ feels can be written as φEM :=
eQ
r , where Q is some
constant proportional to the electric charge the W+ feels. Thus, the initial energy Eγ of the massless
photon feeling the ‘universal potential of gravity’ φG is equal to the potential that the identified W
+
boson feels, i.e., asymptotically Eγ
2 = EW
2 −M2W c4 with EW and MW the energy and mass of the W+
boson respectively. From the line 9 of (3.6) with i = −1, EW is equal to b−12 =: −m2, which in turn
creates ‘reshaped photon’ potential φW ∼ e−mrr . In the low energy limit of the photon Eγ = 0, this
means that a ‘stopped photon’ is just a static electric field.
This is the origin of the Higgs mechanism. Therefore, from (3.16){
α(M +Q)EW = −mnh¯c
(mh¯c)2 = −Eγ2 =M2W c4 − EW 2
⇒
{ −Eγ2 = (mh¯c)2
=
M2W c
4
(1+ n
2
e′2
)
,
with e′2 := {α(M+Q)}2 (3.17)
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for W±. In the same way,{
α(M)EZ = −mnh¯c
(mh¯c)2 = −Eγ2 =M2Zc4 − EZ2
⇒
{ −Eγ2 = (mh¯c)2
=
M2Zc
4
(1+ n
2
e′′2
)
,
with e′′2 := {α(M)}2 (3.18)
for Z0. But, wait, the mass of W± must always be pure imaginary! Something is wrong· · · 4.
3.5 Unification
Let us keep away the problem of imaginary mass, and consider the original eigen function of the photon.
The 1r2 -rule of gravity may not be altered much, for it is always attractive. Then, from Theorem 3 the
photon can not create an exactly 1r2 -like long range force. But it can create almost
1
r2 -like medium
range force, by taking n = 1+ ǫ in the line 8 of (3.6), without violating (NC-0BL). Maybe a radical, but
not so contradictory solution is just to expand a most general eigen function R(z) in a shape like (3.4)
R(z) = a+ bz +
∞∑
n=1
anz
n ∼ · · ·+
∑
i<0
(±)e−bizi∼··· · · ·
+
∑
j<0
(±)e−ecjz
j
∼···... · · ·+
∑
k<0
(±)e−ee
dkz
k
∼···
······ · · · , (3.19)
5 and assume the shape of a graviton G(z) as the first infinite sum part of (3.19) with a = 0 6= b and no
i, j, k, · · ·. Then, we can always choose either of the signature of b for a graviton without losing generality,
and redefine the gravity potential by φG := gEMG(z), where gG is the positive coupling constant of
gravity. Then, the gravity becomes by definition attractive. Let us consider a virtual world in which
only gravitons exist. Because φG is universal to any particles, it must also be satisfied for the graviton.
Therefore,
∆G(z)
G(z)
= − (EG − φG)
2
h¯2c2
. (3.20)
This is a self-consistent condition that resembles the Einstein equation in a sense, but from Theorem
3 there is no solution for (3.20) to create a 1r2 -like long range force, and (3.20) leads to b = 0. This
indicates that a graviton must be accompanied with another field, say photon. From above discussion,
we can naturally assume the shape of a photon A(z) as the first infinite sum part of (3.19) with a = b = 0
(may start from z1+ǫ) and no i, j, k, · · ·. Then, we can redefine the electric potential and gravity potential
by φEM := gEMA(z) and φG := gEMbz, where gEM is the positive coupling constant of electricity. But
in this case, there is no way to make φEM always positive, as it depends on the relative sign of an to b
in G(z). With these redefinition, a graviton and a photon suit well for (3.6) and (3.16). Let us abandon
(3.20) and interpret G(z) as a virtual field of the first term bz. Then, the only equation for A(z) to satisfy
is
∆A(z)
A(z)
= − (Eγ − φG)
2
h¯2c2
,
where φG = gEMbz. (3.21)
This has a consistent solution for Eγ = 0 as in the (line 8) of (3.6).
6
Let us come back again to (3.16). Exactly 1r -like potential comes only from the first gEM
b
r term in this
4In fact, the difficulty is not so serious but rather technical. We shall make use of constant ambiguity of a potential
to solve the paradox. Our construction of a generalized Taylor expansion of the type (g) in previous section 2 allows no
imaginary coefficients of an exponent. However in some special cases, the expansion is also valid (Appendix A).
5The only deference is that the first infinite sum can start from z1+ǫ, which means to assume C1 class φ(z) instead of
C2, but causes no problem for a moment.
6(3.19) is closed in this shape of iterative expansion and no i, j, k, · · · appears.
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equation. For W± to make a short range force, the solution W±(z) must be the (line 9) case of (3.6).
For almost all the unbounded states, Mc2 < EW . Then, from the previous discussion we must take
i = −1, |m| = bi = Eγ =
√
EW
2 −M2c4 > 0 in the (line 9). From footnote in subsection 3.2 this ‘W±
boson with an imaginary mass’ is just a free photon. Notice that Eγ can always be taken positive by
definition and negative energy means just a complex conjugate. Let us denote these eigen functions of
unbounded photons (those were not included in the previous expansion because of imaginary coefficients)
as A±(z), and previous one (with 0 energy) A0(z). Contrastingly, for a bounded state EW < Mc2,
i = −1,m = |bi| = |Eγ | =
√
M2c4 − EW 2 > 0 and this W± boson is really massive. But for M to
be real, only pure imaginary Eγ is allowed, and m must be positive to satisfy normalization conditions.
With this i, W±(z) is identified to be the second infinite sum appears in the general expansion (3.19) 2 .
Experimentally, MW < MZ . Then from (3.17) and (3.18) Q < −2M or 0 < Q, the latter of which is in
good accordance with the interpretation that gravity is a virtual force induced by electric polarization.
Suppose that
there are two metal balls, one is neutral and the other with positive or negative electric charge. Then,
in both case the two balls will attract each another by the induced surface charge. Then, what is the
meaning of M and Q ? · · · well, say, the mass and the charge induced on the surface of the universe,
for they are universal constants and every matter is bounded by gravity in the universe. Isn’t it an
interesting idea?
Then, let us consider the eigenfunctions W±(z) and Z0(z). The only difference of them are that W±
can feel electricity but Z0 can not. Therefore in a theory that includes no graviton like the standard
model, from Theorem 4 a massive Z0 boson must be written as Z0(z) = bZz+dZz
1−n′′e−
m
z + · · ·, where
bZ , dZ 6= 0, while W±(z) =
∑∞
n=1 aWnz
n ∼ + · · ·+ dW
∑∞
k=1,2,3··· z
1−n′e−k
m
z + · · ·, where aWn, dW 6= 0
and n′, n′′ are the n s which satisfy (3.17) and (3.18) respectively. But from (3.16) this is an altered
shape of a massless photon only feeling gravity and with energy Eγ := ±imh¯c. Above discussion is valid
only if Eγ can take a specific pure imaginary value. This is artificially accomplished by the redefinition
of φG, i.e., taking G(z)→ G(z)± imh¯cgE in (3.21). In the standard model, neutrinos are exactly massless
because their eigen functions must be
ν(z) = aν + dνz
−n′′e−
m
z + · · · (3.22)
to avoid divergence. Strictly speaking, Z0(z) must also have this shape, i.e.,
Z0(z) = aZ + dZz
−ne−
m
z + · · ·
(b =∀ an = 0 because it can not feel an electric field) and then
W±(z) = aW +
∞∑
j=1
aWjz
j ∼ + · · ·+ dW z−ne−mz + · · ·
(∃aWj 6= 0 because it can feel an electric field),
where n is the solution of (3.17) with φG = gEMbz
to avoid logarithmic divergence and thus must be massless. The only way to allow massive Z0 is then
to subtract aZ from every particles that feel weak force by using the constant ambiguity of a potential.
This requires the Higgs vacuum energy < v > 6= 0. Then, for Z0 and W± to feel weak force of the same
strength, dW = dZ and we must replace −n→ 1−n in the term z−ne−mz +· · ·. Then, at last gauge bosons
[and neutrinos and charged leptons (and quarks)] in the standard model can be unified (or decomposed)
in the following form: 3
R(z) = A0(z) +A±(z) + Z0(z) +W±(z) + ν(z) + L±(z)(+G(z) +Q±(z)), where
2This expansion is also closed in itself if we take i = −1, in such a sense that no other i appears in the iterative expansion
W±(z) =
∞∑
k=1,2,3···
∑
lk
e−k
m
z zlk , except if we consider the special case EW = Mc
2 when a half integer i = − 1
2
must also
be included. If we assume (3.19) to be Taylor expanded in r, we can avoid other eccentric exponential decays with a
non-integer i 6= −1 or appearance of j, k, · · ·.
3Usage of these equations: If you want to calculate the two-body problem of X and Y , use the reduced mass MXMY
MX+MY
for the last term MZ , Mν · · · of the numerators. On the other hand, for the gravitational potential, we should use the
total mass M ∝ MX +MY . This is because even massless particles can feel gravity and from the symmetry requirement.
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A0(z) :=
∞∑
n=2
aAnz
n ∼ · · · and
A±(z) :=
∞∑
k=1,2,3···
∞∑
lk=1
dA
±
klk
e±ik
ω
z zlk satisfy
∆A(z)
A(z)
= − (±Eγ − φG)
2
h¯2c2
with
Eγ =
{
imh¯c (forA0(z))
imh¯c+ ω , where ω is any positive number (forA±(z)) ,
Z0(z) := (aZ − bz)
δEZMZ ± ∞∑
k=1,2,3···
∞∑
lk=1
dZklke
−km
z zlk + · · ·
 and
ν0(z) :≈ aν
δEνMν ± ∞∑
k=1,2,3···
∞∑
lk=1
dνklke
−km
z zlk + · · ·
 and
W±(z) := aW
(±1 or ∞∑
n=2
aWnz
n ∼
)
δEWMW +
∞∑
k=1,2,3···
∞∑
lk=1
dWklke
−km
z zlk + · · ·
 and
L±(z) :≈ aL
(±1 or ∞∑
n=2
aLnz
n ∼
)
δELML +
∞∑
k=1,2,3···
∞∑
lk=1
dLklke
−km
z zlk + · · ·
 and
Q±(z) :≈ aQ
(±1 or ∞∑
n=2
aQnz
n ∼
)
δEQMQ +
∞∑
k=1,2,3···
∞∑
lk=1
dQklke
−km
z zlk + · · ·

or
∞∑
k′=1,2,3···
∞∑
l′
k′
=1
fQk′l′
k′
e−k
′ M
z2 zl
′
k′ + · · · satisfy
∆Z0(z)
Z0(z)
= − (±EZ − φGZ −
~IZ · ~φW )2 −MZ2c4
h¯2c2
(φGZ = α(M)bz) and
∆ν(z)
ν(z)
≈ − (±Eν − φGν −
~Iν · ~φW )2 −Mν2c4
h¯2c2
and
∆W±(z)
W±(z)
= − (±EW − φGW − eφEM −
~IW · ~φW )2 −MW 2c4
h¯2c2
, ((φGW + eφEM ) := α(M +Q)bz) and
∆L±(z)
L±(z)
≈ − (±EL − φGL − eφEM −
~IL · ~φW )2 −ML2c4
h¯2c2
and
∆Q±(z)
Q±(z)
≈ − (±EQ − φGQ − qφEM −
~IQ · ~φW ± CGφS)2 −MQ2c4
h¯2c2
,where
φG := gEMbz + imh¯c, φGν , φGL, φGQ ∝ gEM bz and
φEM := gEMA
0(z) and
~φW := gEM (W
+(z)δEWMW − aW ,W−(z)δEWMW − aW , Z0(z)δEZMZ − aZ) and
~d := (dW+11, dW−11, dZ11), I
3
XaZgEM := imh¯c,
MZ
2c4
1 + (n2/e′′2)
= (mh¯c)2 =
MW
2c4
1 + (n2/e′2)
and
Then, the particles obey the Klein-Gordon equation such that both particles feel the same potential. Therefore, the eigen
function for this system can be obtained from X(z), Y (z) such that both expansions contain the same order terms. A0(z)
must start from just n = 2 for a massive W± to stop. aWn and aLn and aQn must start from at least 2 + ǫ to avoid
logarithmic divergence.
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MZ
~IZ · ~d
dZ 11
=
(mh¯c)2
2gEM
=MW
~IW · ~d
dW 11
≈Mν
~Iν · ~d
dν 11
≈ML
~IL · ~d
dL 11
≈MQ
~IQ · ~d
dQ 11
and
n(n− 1)
eMW
= 2
gEM
h¯2c2
aA2 ≈ n(n− 1)eML ≈
n(n− 1)
qMQ
, where
aWnz
n ∼ is the first term for the stopped W±, etc., the gluon field
G±(z) :=
∞∑
n=−1
aGnz
n ∼ + · · ·+
∞∑
k′=1,2,3···
∞∑
l′
k′
=1
fGk′l′
k′
e−k
′ M
z2 zl
′
k′ ∼ + · · · satisfies
∆G±(z)
G±(z)
= − (±EG − φG −
~CG · ~φS)2
h¯2c2
, where
~φS := gS ~G(z), −
(
gs ~CG · ~aG−1
h¯c
)2
= (2M)2, (
gEMb
h¯c
)2 = −2. (3.23)
Thus, the God made the light at first, or a man can, by defining all the coupling constants after gEM · · ·.
3.6 Comparison with the usual standard model
Let us compare (3.23) with the usual standard model Lagrangian Appendix E. We can find from (E.57)
that the Weinberg angle θW satisfies
cos2 θW =
1 + (n2/e′2)
1 + (n2/e′′2)
and from (3.17) and (3.18) (3.24)
=
(M)2
(M+Q)2
{α(M +Q)}2 + n2
{α(M)}2 + n2 , α :=
g′2
h¯c
(3.25)
if our derivation is valid. Here n is the common power of the original eigen function (3.16) of a photon
R(r) ∼ e−mrrn (3.26)
such that
∆R(r)
R(r)
= − (Eγ − φGγ)
2
h¯2c2
(φGγ = g
′bz)
∼ − (EW − φGW − eφEM )
2 −MW 2c4
h¯2c2
((φGW + eφEM ) := α(M +Q)bz)
∼ − (EZ − φGZ)
2 −MZ2c4
h¯2c2
(φGZ = α(M)bz)
∼ m2 − 2mn1
r
+ n(n− 1) 1
r2.
(3.27)
and further from (E.50) tan θW =
g′
g
. (3.28)
As for W±, the charge was included from the start by assuming a complex boson field. Contrastingly,
we must take special linear combinations A+(z) + A−(z) and (A+(z)−A−(z))/(2i) for an eigen energy
Eγ = h¯ω to make photons real as observed.
It is known that a parity transformation P does not have a definite eigen value ±1 for the weak
interaction. However, this effect is not observed for bosons and therefore does not lead to a contradiction
in the present approximation of neglecting spins.
We introduced imaginary constant potential (imh¯c, 0, 0, 0) to explain the Higgs mechanism. This
violates the Lorenz covariance. However, There are many values not Lorenz covariant in the real world
(for example, the angle between two coordinate axes). Indeed, it is natural that inclusion of the mass
term into the Yang-Mills field violates it. Such a mass term can be regarded as a gauge fixing term
− 12ξ (∂µAµ)2[43, 62] and causes no problem. Notice that our main contribution is to derive SU(2)L×U(1)
unification without assuming a phase transition nor a Higgs particle. In this view, the ‘vacuum energy’
imh¯c plays the role of that of a Higgs field v in (E.31), and can be treated merely as a c-number, without
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mentioning the Lagrangian of Φ in (E.25). Rather, (E.25) is required to provide terms necessary for
renormalization of other terms. v is defined as the absolute value of the broken direction, any linear
combination of the 4 real components in Φ coordinates, and thus always positive.
As for the vacuum energy and gravity, there is the famous cosmological constant problem. The
experimental observations show that Λ is less than or on the order of 10−120E4Planck. Therefore, the
vacuum energy as a quantum effect does not contribute to gravity. This contradiction with the general
principle of equivalence[23, 24, 25, 26] can be solved in our framework to treat it as the origin of gauge
boson masses. See also Appendix F concerning our interpretation of the Higgs mechanism without
assuming a phase transition.
As for the validity of Theorem 1, we can apply it to a photon in the gravitational field, in special
case of assuming time independent and spherical symmetric potentials (φ(r), 0, 0, 0), (φ′(r), 0, 0, 0)
respectively for gravity and electromagnetics. We shall review in section 7 the fact that even a massless
particle can feel gravity. In an usual quantum field theory, gauge fields are considered to be created
by source terms of the corresponding charge, and in particular such effects of charged fermions can not
be neglected in the real world. However, in our view such δ(x)-function like sources do not affect the
gauge field in the long distance limit. Rather, a charge distribution is subsidiary and derived as the
singular points of Fµν from the original gauge configuration Fµν by solving the Klein-Gordon equation
(3.1) (in general time dependent and not spherical symmetric). Then, δ(x)-function like singularities of
a potential φ(r) and their derivatives do not have a physical meaning, for only distant behavior of Fµν is
important. Experiments can ‘observe’ from only a finite nonzero distance from a charge, and we can not
distinguish a quadrapole from a 4 charged particles. Indeed in renormalization theory we neglect constant
or higher order terms in momentums of a potential[7], which is equivalent to neglecting δ(x)-function like
singularities in the configuration space.
An angular momentum l is neglected for above discussion. However, it is natural that any field has a
l = 0 solution and the result has physical meaning. If we take l 6= 0, it has the same effect for a photon
as decreasing the attractive force of gravity by the repulsive centrifugal force. In special case that both
the two forces balance and Eγ = 0, a photon can not feel any 1/r
2-like long range force and thus behaves
exactly like ∼ 1/r + Const..
In addition, even a chargeless particle never feels ‘a dominant Yukawa-type force’ in this case, for the
centrifugal force dominates.
3.7 Conclusion for this section
In this section we classified possible singularities of a potential for the spherical symmetric Klein-Gordon
equation in the long distance limit, assuming that φ(r) of a time independent spherical symmetric U(1)
potential Aµ := (φ(r), 0, 0, 0) has at least one normalizable eigen function R(r). In this approximation
to neglect angular momentums, R(r)s are considered as the eigen function of 2 body problems for every
pairs of the elementary particles. Previous analysis in section 2 indicates that possible shapes of the
potential and the eigen functions of particles are restricted by the consistency condition of this simple
model. In particular, a photon that feels a dominant r−2 like long range force can not create a dominant
long range force. Then we discussed a natural possibility that gravity and weak coupling constants gG
and gW are defined after gEM . In this point of view, gravity and the weak force are subsidiary and
derived from electricity. The fact that the iterative solution inevitably includes several infinite series of
different order in one expansion may be the origin of the non-commutative gauge invariance.
4 The origin of a U(1) gauge phase θ(xµ)
4.1 Introduction to this section
In this section we shall deal with 2 body problems. In particular, it is important to clarify what kind
of degrees of freedom are proper to two point particles. For example, in classical mechanics, a force
proportional to the mass of a particle, say gravity, can be divided into two forces: The former is internal
and proportional to the reduced mass, and the latter external and proportional to the sum of the two
masses. Is this valid for quantum gravity? Another example is spins, where Dirac succeeded in natural
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Figure 1: A general position of two frames.
description of the interactions between spins and orbital angular momentums in his equation. Spinor
representations of the Lorenz group SO(1, 3) are double covered, because of its not simply connected
spatial rotation subgroup SO(3)[12], and at least 4 linearly independent and mutually anti-commuting
matrices are necessary to represent SO(1, 3)[11].
Since we concentrate on pure 2 body problems in an isotropic and uniform spacetime, spatial depen-
dence of all interactions must reduce only to relative positions of the two particles. In this sense, an
eigen function of the Klein-Gordon equation is a function of their relative coordinates, and the mass of
the same equation is a reduced mass. So what is the meaning of ‘relative spins’ ? An accurate physical
interpretation of spins and other variables in the Poincare´ group is important, and worth studying.
4.2 Superposing coordinates
Let us begin with two left handed rectilinear frames X and Y in a general but timelike position, X in
the past of Y . Each of them has an arbitrary direction, velocity and spin (FIG.1). We are observers on
a inertial frame. As is well known[12], a continuous Lorenz transformation matrix Λ νµ defined by
Λ µρ ηµνΛ
ν
σ = ηρσ =

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 (and so, ΛρµΛµσ = η σρ = δ σρ ), (4.1)
det(Λ) = 1, (4.2)
Λ00 ≥ 1 (4.3)
always reduces to the standard form
Λ νµ = R
′ ρ
µ B
σ
ρ R
ν
σ , (4.4)
where R,R′ are spatial rotation matrices and B is a boost along the first axis. Notice that the order
of 3 matrices allows us to move X,Y dynamically to the ‘standard position’ illustrated in FIG.2[15]. In
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Figure 2: A transformation procedure to the standard position.
particular, each of the two rotation matrices acts on X and Y respectively. Not the usual meaning for
inertial frames that ‘rotate X until its first axis becomes parallel to
−→
VY −−→VX (the relative velocity of Y
toward X), then boost X to cancel
−→
VY −−→VX , and again rotate X , then it becomes parallel and static to
Y ’ but that ‘rotate X and Y until both of their first axes become parallel to
−−→
XY (the vector combining
the origins of X and Y ), then boost X or Y until their relative velocity
−→
VY − −→VX projected onto their
first axes becomes zero, and they become parallel and mutually going round’ 4.
This reminds us of the moon always facing us, in contrast to the sun spinning rapidly to us. If we
can not turn it around beforehand nor run faster than light, there exists a threshold time limit to see the
profile of a moon keeping the same distance. In the special case that X,Y are ‘mutually static’, the last
step for superposing X on Y is a parallel motion to dock them. Notice that this parallel motion has a
relation to the boost B of velocity v(t) 5 along the first axis through
XY =
∫ Y (t)
X(t)
dx =
∫ t(Y )
t(X)
v(t)dt. (4.5)
Thus the time interval of X and Y is definite, even if only boundary conditions
B(t(X)) = B(t(Y )) = 1 (4.6)
are necessary for X and Y to be mutually static at both ends of the parallel motion. We can perform
other rotational transformations R,R′ independently in advance, for there is no speed of light restriction
for the angular velocity of a spinning point particle. Thus by restricting the order of transformations, we
can avoid the problem of noncommutativity.
In a more general ‘mutually going round’ case, we can always divide the two velocities
−→
VX ,
−→
VY into two
components, the center of mass velocity
−→
VG := (mX
−→
VX +mY
−→
VY )/(mX +mY ) and the relative velocity−→
Vr :=
−→
VY −−→VX . Then, we can express the total angular momentum −→L in a symmetric form as
−→
L :=
1
2
−−→
XY × {mY−→VY −mX−→VX} → mXmY
mX +mY
−−→
XY ×−→Vr,
4A rotation needs an axis and it is natural to take the axis to be the origin of the rotating frame, in absence of a special
reference frame.
5For convenience, we assume 0 < v(t) during this motion t(X) < t < t(Y ).
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Figure 3: Decomposition of rotational motions to an orbital angular momentum and two spins.
where
−→
VX =
−→
VG − mY
mX +mY
−→
Vr → − mY
mX +mY
−→
Vr,
−→
VY =
−→
VG +
mX
mX +mY
−→
Vr → mX
mX +mY
−→
Vr (
−→
Vr · −−→XY = 0), (4.7)
and thus neglect the not internal, center of mass velocity
−→
VG.
4.3 Supersymmetry as the Mach’s principle to mix spin and orbital angular
momentums
We can always divide the two velocities on the 2 dimensional parallel planes orthogonal to
−−→
XY into three
components, one around a tangent circle C with the diameter XY , and the rest two. To do this, we have
only to project out mutually parallel but opposite components of
−→
VX ,
−→
VY orthogonal to
−−→
XY (FIG.3).
The former velocity around C, i.e., the pair components of
−→
VX ,
−→
VY rounding along C respectively at the
same speed, is just the origin of an orbital angular momentum. The rest two components of
−→
VX and
−→
VY
orthogonal to
−−→
XY are respectively the origin of the spins of Y and X . This can answer the mystery why
the quantum number of an orbital angular momentum is integer, while for a spin is half integer. The
former comes from a pair motion of X and Y , while the latter, the spin of X is equivalent to a motion of
Y around the static X and vice versa. We can take any angle θ between C and
−→
VY −−→VX 6 , for general
relativity admits no difference between the rotating frames and the static frames 7. However, the angular
velocity ωX of the rotating
−−→
XY observed from X , i.e. time derivative of the angle between
−−→
XY and the
first axis of X , is internal and equivalent to the spin SX . Then, the (3 dimensional) angular velocity −→ω of
the rotating
−−→
XY observed from Y , is internal and equivalent to the spin SY . Thus the only internal scalar
product of angular momentums for a 2 body system is
−→
SX · −→SY , which observed from X looks like −→L · −→SY
and vice versa. As illustrated in FIG.4, this product is reduced to SX2SY 2+SX3SY 3. Furthermore, if both
X and Y are spin eigen states along the first axis, the external eigen values SX1, SY 1 are reduced to the
internal ones SXY 1 ∈ |SX1 − SY 1|, |SX1 − SY 1|+ 1, |SX1 − SY 1|+ 2, · · · |SX1 + SY 1| by acting the ladder
operators S± := S1± iS2. The height of a ladder step is 1, for S± acts on X,Y at a time. Such particles,
for example two spin 1 particles running along the first axis have a conserved total angular momentum
6Here all vectors are orthogonal to
−−→
XY , for having been Lorenz boosted along
−−→
XY in the previous step.
7We assumed an isotropic and uniform spacetime, where no external electromagnetic field can exist.
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Figure 4: Equivalent rotational motions of the two frames.
for an external (not spinning) observer, but each of them behaves like a spin 2 or a spin 1 or a spin 0
particle when viewed from the other. SX1, SY 1 ∈ {±1, 0} (Exception: Massless particles such as pho-
tons have only 2 possible spin eigen values along their momentum direction, namely their absolute spin S
or −S. In this case, total spin degrees of freedom are only 4, those of a graviton and two massless scalars.)
In summary, the internal (plus external) spatial degrees of freedom for a 2 body problem, both rested
on inertial [or possibly spinning] frames, are total 19[+5](+11[+1]):
(1) 5(+1) for rotation angles of R,R′ 8,
(2) 1 for a Lorenz boost along the first axis,
(3) 1(+3 + 4) for the parallel motion of the Poincare´ group,
(4) 2 for two masses,
(5) 2[+5](+[1]+3) for two spins [possibly not inertial] or an angular momentum ([except for the component
around the axis
−−→
XY ] and the center of mass velocity), if not quantized 9,
(6) 4 + 4 for optional rescaling of each of the 4 axes.
Notice that for a spacetime neither isotropic nor uniform, the total degrees of freedom are 2× (4+4+3+
2+ 1) + 2 = 30 for posing each of the origins and 4 axes of the 2 frames and 2 masses, if 6 of not inertial
spins of both frames are neglected. If rotational reductions in FIG.4 (Mach’s principle) are physically
wrong, 2 for a relative angular momentum are not external but internal, and total internal and inertial
degrees of freedom become 19. This is the case, for in special relativity both transverse and parallel
momentums affect the Lorenz contraction. Contrastingly, spinning frames are not inertial frames and
do not cause Lorenz contractions. We can test if we are spinning or not by observing the direction and
82+2 for making the first axes of X and Y parallel to
−−→
XY , 1(+1) for making the second axis of X parallel to that of Y .
9Quantization follows from the usual commutation relation [Si, Sj ] = i
∑3
k=1
ǫijkSk. A point particle has no moment
around itself and so, may have a mass equivallent to its angular velocity: 2mc2 = h¯ω. Then, the corresponding angular
momentum around a photon is mV 2r /ω = h¯/2. A natural geometric interpretation of the quark flavor mixing angle like this
is added in the Conclusion of this thesis.
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Doppler shifts of sunlight. Thus the spin of the earth can not reduce to the rotation of the universe. In
quantum mechanics, these 2 are internal and appear as a centrifugal force.
Let two persons be spinning and rotating to us. Then, identification of the nearly equal states in
FIG.4 changes spins of each of the two person by the Planck constant h¯, times an half integer, without
changing the relative spin of one person to the other. The total angular momentum to us changes by the
Planck constant h¯, times an integer. This transformation is indeed supersymmetric. However, a rotating
frame is not an inertial frame. As Galileo Galilei verified that the Copernican (or heliocentric) theory is
correct, the earth is spinning. The Ptolemaic (or geocentric) theory is incorrect. Now everyone knows
that the earth is spinning, not that the universe is rotating around the earth. Thus, supersymmetry
seems to be a wrong theory to confuse these two physically different pictures.
However, a spin around the axis
−−→
XY in FIG.4 may not be distinguished in an isotoropic spacetime for
point particles. It is interesting to interpret this 1 as the longitudinal component of a photon. In the same
way, other external 1 of (1) and 7 of (3) as 8 gluons, 3 center of mass velocity as W± and Z0 bosons.
Then, each of the 12 external degrees of freedom has the corresponding gauge boson of the standard
model! Particulary, 3 center of mass velocity are special in a sense that they influence the apparent angle
of spins, i.e., L · S interactions. This can be origin of the broken symmetry and nonzero masses of these
3 bosons, Z0 along
−−→
XY . 7 of (3) are simply parallel motions and thus, commutative in themselves.
In the same way, 19[+5] internal degrees of freedom may have a relation to the 18 parameters of the
model. Of which 4 + 4 of (6) are probably not physical, for an observer can not accomplish the scale
transformation of (6) in a usual motion, unless changing a measure by, say, heating it to expand (which
is not realistic for frames generated by the light)!
4.4 Spinor representations
Let us consider the infinitesimal transformations of the Poincare´ group. We can formally expand an
arbitrary function F (xρ) of the 4 dimensional coordinate variables xρ:
F (xρ + δxρ) = F (xρ) + δxµ∂µF (x
ρ) +
δxµδxν
2
∂µ∂νF (x
ρ) +
δxµδxνδxσ
6
∂µ∂ν∂σF (x
ρ) + · · · = eδxµ∂µF (xρ).
Then, discussion in the previous section allows us to write
B1(v, t)R2(θ2)R3(θ3)ΣX(x
µ) = R1(θ
′
1)R2(θ
′
2)R3(θ
′
3)ΣY (x
µ), (4.8)
B1(v, δt) := e
vδt∂1+cδt∂0 (v ≤ c), Ri(δθd) := eδθdǫijkxj∂k , (δθ2, δθ3, δθ′1, δθ′2, δθ′3) = (−→ωX ,−→ω )δt,
where ΣX ,ΣY are respectively the bases of coordinates X,Y , B1(v, t) is the uniform parallel motion along
the first axis with a velocity v and a distance r :=
∫ t(Y )
t(X)
v(t)δt, and Ri(θd) is the rotation around the
axis i of an angle θd. Notice that B1(v, t) is rather the definition of a time dilation and evolving a spatial
symmetric system to Lorenz symmetric one. (4.9) is valid to order δt.
As usual, we can represent any Lorenz transformation matrix Λ νµ in (4.3) by the Pauli matrices[12]:
σ0 :=
(
1 0
0 1
)
, σ1 :=
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 :=
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 :=
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, (4.9)
gσµg
† = Λ νµ σν , det(g) = 1, g is continuously connected to the unit element σ0, (4.10)
where with the identity M =
1
2
Tr(σµM)σµ, σµ := (σ0,−σ1,−σ2,−σ3), σµ := σνηνµ(4.11)
we can expand any 2× 2 matrix M and thus Λ νµ =
1
2
Tr(σνgσµg
†). (4.12)
The spinor σµ itself is a SO(1, 3) covariant vector. Then the infinitesimal boost δv
i and rotation δθi
along or around the axis i turn into a concise form
g(δvi, δθi) = σ0 +
±δvi/c± iδθi
2
σi (and so, g
† ⇀↽ Λ†), (4.13)
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where two ±s correspond respectively to T/P transformations 10. This enables us to change the xµ
dependence of a function into that of the real coordinates. We enjoyed the identities {σi, σj} = 2δij
and [σi, σj ] = 2iǫijkσk for deriving the boost and rotation in (4.13) respectively. However with σiσj =
δij + iǫijkσk we can represent (4.10) in an asymmetric form (Appendix B):
Re g(δvi + δui, δθi + δαi)σµg
†(δvi − δui, δθi − δα) =
Re g(δvi ± iδαi, δθi ∓ iδui)σµg†(δvi ∓ iδαi, δθi ± iδui) ≃ g(δvi, δθi)σµg†(δvi, δθi) (4.14)
by neglecting ‘an imaginary boost or rotation coefficient of σµ’. (4.4) allows us to write
δΛ νµ σν = r
′(−θ′i)b(vi)r(θi)σµr†(θi)b†(vi)r′†(−θ′i) ≃ g
(
δvi, δθi − δθ′i)σµg† (δvi, δθi − δθ′i) and so,
≃ Re [Re{b Re (rσµ)}r′†] = Re g
(
2δvi, 2δθi
)
σµg
† (0,−2δθ′i) =: σµ + δσµ (4.15)
for the infinitesimal form of (4.4) and the spin interpretation via coordinates rotations. Here b, r, r′ are
infinitesimal Lorenz transformation generators of a boost B(vi) and rotations R(θi), R′(θ′i) respectively,
and in particular with (4.9), we can write δvi = (δv, 0, 0), δθi = (0, δθ2, δθ3). This approximation is valid
up to the first order of infinitesimal parameters. Notice that because
δσµ :=
(
σiδv
i, σ0δv
i + ǫijkσj(δθ + δθ
′)k
)
+ i
(
σi(δθ + δθ
′)i, σ0(δθ + δθ′)i + ǫijkσjδvk
)
(4.16)
=

0 δv1 + i(δθ1 + δθ′1) δv2 + i(δθ2 + δθ′2) δv3 + i(δθ3 + δθ′3)
δv1 + i(δθ1 + δθ′1) 0 δθ3 − δθ′3 + iδv3 −δθ2 + δθ′2 − iδv2
δv2 + i(δθ2 + δθ′2) −δθ3 + δθ′3 − iδv3 0 δθ1 − δθ′1 + iδv1
δv3 + i(δθ3 + δθ′3) δθ2 − δθ′2 + iδv2 −δθ1 + δθ′1 − iδv1 0
 ν µσν ,
the neglected imaginary part Im δµ involves a term proportional to δθ
i + δθ′i. Thus, not only a real
boost δv1 and a rotation δθi − δθ′i but also the second component of two imaginary boosts δθ2 + δθ′2,
δθ3 + δθ′3 are necessary to decide all internal degrees of freedom. We can propose this to be the origin
of a U(1) gauge phase.
We can naturally regard Y as the coordinates to represent time development of X , or in other words,
a final state of the initial state X . Then, a symmetric spinor transformation (4.10) stands for a common
motion of the whole system X,Y toward the observer, which can equivalently be reduced to the motion
of the observer. While an asymmetric transformation (B.14) stands for the motion of each of X,Y or the
relative motion of X toward Y 11 . An observer Y can locally Lorenz transform to become parallel and
static to X , and next reduce the transverse or parallel motion of X toward Y to a spin or boost of Y , and
finally, the spin of X to a transverse motion and a spin around the axis XY of Y . Then, the only possible
accelerated motions of X are ddt (ω2, ω3) =
d2
dt2 (θ2, θ3)
12, which from the idea of interactions through
10From now on, we take the vacuum velocity of light as c = 1.
11The situation is like a domino game arranged on a circle. If a perfect set of states |n >< m| = δmn are given, the
action of a unitary group element g = (g−1)† on an operator matrix element < m|AB|n > is < m|g†Agg†Bg|n >=<
m|g†ABg|n >=< gm|AB|gn >. On laying down the first token of dominos by hand, all other tokens turn around at the
same angle. This process does not necessarily be restricted by the vacuum velocity of the light, for the motion can be
absorbed to that of an external observer g|n >< m|g† = |n >< m|. And if gA, gB are different group elements respectively
acting on A,B, the result is < m|g†AAgAg
†
BBgB|n >=< gBm|gBg
†
AAgAg
†
BB|gBn >. Thus gA, gB are reduced to act only
on A after the transformation of an external observer. This corresponds to a case the tokens turn around at respectively
different angles. It may spend no time in case of a nonphysical gauge group, while for the Poincare´ group with nonzero
parallel motion must spend. As Lorenz boosts are not unitary, do not satisfy g† = g−1 and we must decompose a scalar
operator AB into a form like A′µgµνB′ν and rewrite |n >< m| = ηmn, when any element g of the Poincare´ group acts like
< m|g†Aµggµνg†Bνg|n >=< m|g†ABg|n >=< gm|AB|gn >. In general, the result depends on what types of a Lorenz
tensor AB is.
Notice that (4.16) involved an imaginary term proportional to δviX − δv
i
Y if we decomposed 2δv
i =: δvX + δvY and
calculated g
(
δviX , 2δθ
i
)
σµg†
(
δviY ,−2δθ
′i) instead. The difference between the superfluous term δviX − δviY and U(1)
gauge generator δθi + δθ′i is that the former can be absorbed to the motion of an external observer, while the latter can
not (cf.FIG.1), as long as for a nonzero distance XY 6= 0.
12Strictly speaking, ω2, ω3 are the components of ω⊥ in FIG.4 measured by the 2, 3 axes of the rest frame of X. θ2 is
not a scalar, but we can correct the value θY 2 of θ2 observed by Y to that by X as follows and thus calculated θ
′
2 is a
scalar. Let a scientist Y find the angle between the first axis of the coordinates X and
−−→
XY , both on the same plane p, to
be θY 2. Then, sin θY 2 is the ratio of the lengths of light rays from X emitted in the following 2 ways: The former along
the first axis of X, and the latter along the vector on p orthogonal to
−−→
XY (so that we will call the direction ‘height’). Both
lights are assumed to turn back at the same height (X probably does not ‘know’ the direction of future
−−→
XY , so X should
be enclosed in a half mirror sphere with the light source!). This ratio is Lorenz invariant under the local motion of Y .
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medium, must be due to local fields at X . All other motions of X must be subsidiary and derived from
them by a local Lorenz transformation of Y and due to local fields at Y . Furthermore, we can naturally
assume that the interactions for X are described by the second order linear differential equations with
local internal positional variables of X and the external fields initially generated at future of X and
propagated toward X . The former possible variables are only (ω2, ω3), (θ2, θ3). The latter parameters for
the fields are t.
Then, possible shapes of the classical equations of motion for Y are
d2
dt2
(
θ2
θ3
)
=
(
a11 a12
a21 a22
)
d
dt
(
θ2
θ3
)
+
(
b11 b12
b21 b22
)(
θ2
θ3
)
=: A(t)~˙θ +B(t)~θ (4.17)
with the initial conditions
−˙→
θ0 :=
(
d
dtθ2(0)
d
dtθ3(0)
)
,
−→
θ0 :=
(
θ2(0)
θ3(0)
)
, (4.18)
which are just equations of simple oscillations. Taking
−→
θ0 =
−→
0 , and α, β to be the eigenvalues of A(t),
an eigen vector −→ω1 satisfies d
−→ω1
dt = α
−→ω1 = −→C1αeαt and the other d
−→ω2
dt = β
−→ω2(+−→ω1) = (−→C2(+−→C1))eβt. For
θ2, θ3 to be always real, the 2× 2 complex matrix A is reduced to
(1): if not always
−−−→
ω1(t) ∝ −−−→ω2(t), real i.e., aij ∈ R, i, j ∈ {1, 2},
(2): if always
−−−→
ω1(t) ∝ −−−→ω2(t), taking −→ω = (1, C)T eαt, C,α must be real and
A =
(
a+ ixC b− ix
aC + ixC2 bC − iCx
)
, a, b, x ∈ R, a+ bC = α .
Both (1) and (2) involves 4 real degrees of freedom and satisfies tr A, detA ∈ R. Therefore, (i) α = β∗ 6∈
R or (ii) α, β ∈ R, and solutions are exponentially growing or decaying, superpositions of two modes
conversely rotating around the first axis. Let us examine more precise geometrical properties of the
solutions for (4.17). First assume detA = ±1 for (i). Then A can be diagonalized and the rest 3 degrees
of freedom correspond respectively to the rotation angle, the deformation angle and the side ratio from
a square lattice to a parallelogram. Therefore, in this case general trajectories of solutions are ellipses.
If detA 6= ±1, they are logarithmic spirals. Second, for case (ii) with α 6= β, the solutions are simple
superpositions of the expansion or the shrink along the two eigen directions. If detA = 1, the trajectories
are hyperbolics. The physical meaning of the special mode like ∝ teαt possible in degenerate cases of
(ii) is not clear, but the above results for (i) remind us of a spin rotating around a magnetic field ~B.
If detA = 1, the spin vector ~SX is constantly rotating around ~B, keeping the length of itself and the
angle to ~B. This same system, if viewed from the rest frame of X , is equivalent to Y rotating around
the spin axis of X which is also constantly rotating. If detA 6= 0, the decay rate α corresponds to a
time dependence of ~B or equivalently, to Y accelerated along the direction orthogonal to
−−→
XY , and the
accelerating field itself is rotating around
−−→
XY .
4.5 Poincare´ invariant equations
The only possible second order linear differential equation, Lorenz invariant for a scalar field φ is the
Klein-Gordon equation (h¯ = c = 1)
(∂µ∂
µ +m2)φ = 0, (4.19)
where each solution φ has a phase ambiguity, comes from the fact only the absolute value
∫ |φ(xµ)|2d4xµ
has a physical meaning[31], if the phase θ(xµ) is a real function. As is well known, this U(1) gauge
transformation φ→ φ′ := φeiθ, θ ∈ R gives another equation
(∂µ∂
µ +m2)φ′ = eiθ{(∂µ + i∂µθ)2 +m2}φ
= eiθ{∂µ∂µ + i(∂µ∂µθ) + 2i∂µθ∂µ − ∂µθ∂µθ +m2}φ = 0. (4.20)
Such an unitary transformation does not affect the distribution of a solution φ of (4.20), but arises the
concept of a gauge field Aµ := ∂µθ acting as a vector potential on φ and only after differentiated induces
real observable fields.
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If we use the γ matrices
γµ :=
(
0 σµ
σµ 0
)
and then, {γµ, γν} := γµγν + γνγµ = 2ηµν , (4.21)
cross terms of (∂µγ
µ)2 vanish to give a d’Alambertian ∂µ∂
µ of (4.19) and
{(∂µγµ)2 +m2}φ = (i∂µγµ +m)(−i∂νγν +m)φ = (−pµγµ +m)(pνγν +m)φ = 0,
⇐ (pµγµ −m)φ = 0 or (pµγµ +m)φ = 0. (4.22)
where the anticommutation rule of (4.21) is essential and γµ (µ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}) do not necessarily be 4× 4
matrices representations. However the φ in (4.20) is no longer a scalar but divided into a pair classes
of n component spinors, each corresponds to the negative or positive energy solution of (4.20), where n
is the dimension of the matrix representation γµ. The number of linearly independent solutions in each
class is 2 for SO(1, 3), which just says that the spin 12 particle or antiparticle can have any momentum
pµ and up or down spin eigen states along it (i.e. be left or right handed), and any solution of (4.20)
with pµ is a superposition of the 2 (× 2 for ±E) eigen states. In particular if m = 0, a particle and
its antiparticle satisfy the same equation, but (anti) Hermicity of γ matrices guarantees the existence of
4 independent solutions. For the standard model, a photon and a Z0 boson does not have any charge,
which are necessary conditions for the equivalence of the particle and its antiparticle.
An explicit solution of (4.20) is then 2
φ(xµ) =
∑
±
∫ ∞
−∞
(
u(pµ,±)ep0x0+ipjxj + v(pµ,±)ep0x0−ipjxj
)
δ(pµpµ)d
4pµ,
where (u(pµ,+), u(pµ,−)) :=
( √
pµσ
µ
√
pµσµ
)
, (v(pµ,+), v(pµ,−)) :=
( √
pµσ
µ
−√pµσµ
)
and thus satisfy
the orthonormal conditions u(pµ, s)u(pµ, s
′) = 2mδss′ , v(pµ, s)v(pµ, s′) = −2mδss′ ,
u(pµ, s)γ
µu(pµ, s
′) = v(pµ, s)γµv(pµ, s′) = 2pµδss′ ,
u†(pµ, s)v(−pµ, s′) = v†(pµ, s)u(−pµ, s′) = 0, and
the perfectness conditions
∑
±
u(pµ, s)u(pµ, s) = 6 p+m,
∑
±
v(pµ, s)v(pµ, s) = 6 p−m,
where
(
u(pµ,+)
u(pµ,−)
)
:=
(
u†(pµ,+)
u†(pµ,−)
)
γ0 =
( √
pµσµ√
pµσ
µ
)
, (4.23)(
v(pµ,+)
v(pµ,−)
)
:=
(
v†(pµ,+)
v†(pµ,−)
)
γ0 =
( √
pµσµ
−√pµσµ
)
. (4.24)
A general integer spin n particle φµ1µ2···µn of mass m satisfies the following covariant
Fierz-Pauli equations:
(
∂µ∂
µ +m2
)
φµ1µ2···µn = 0, (4.25)
∂µφµµ2···µn = 0, (4.26)
φµµµ3···µn = 0. (4.27)
In the same way, a general half-integer spin n + 12 particle φµ1µ2···µn of mass m satisfies the following
covariant Rarita-Schwinger equations: (iγµ∂µ −m)φµ1µ2···µn = 0, (4.28)
∂µφµµ2···µn = 0, (4.29)
φµµµ3···µn = 0. (4.30)
4.6 Conclusion for this section
We focused on a 2 body problem and examined the meaning of internal and external degrees of freedom in
view of the position of two frames. Then we found two special degrees of freedom that can not reduce to
2The sum on spins ± allows for any linear combination of ± spins.
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the local motion of the other frame. These phases θ2, θ3 naturally arises from a Poincare´ transformation.
We can formally express θ2, θ3 in terms of an asymmetric spinor representation, and thus interpret them
as imaginary rotations. This interpretation seems more explicit than the traditional explanation for the
origin of a gauge phase[32].
5 A derivation of fundamental fields via the U(1) gauge sym-
metry
5.1 Introduction to this section
In this section, we try to derive all types of interactions between the 2 body system in a uniform and
isotropic and flat spacetime, assuming they are determined by the relative position of coordinates and
the fields there, created somewhere of the system and propagated through medium. The unique phase θ
in previous section 4 plays a crucial role.
5.2 The expansion of a complex scalar angle θ(xµ) by vectors and tensors
We can formally expand a complex scalar angle θ(xµ) around xµ = 0 as
θ(xµ) = θ(0) +
∂θ(0)
∂xµ
xµ +
1
2
∂2θ(0)
∂xµ∂xν
xµxν + · · · , (5.1)
where the expansion can have an essential singularity as in the sense of section 2.
For the first derivative ∂θ(0)∂xµ , we could neglect it by choosing the center of mass system, if θ was
strictly Lorentz invariant. Then, a general covariant tensor of rank 2
∂2θ
∂xµ∂xν
:=

∂2
∂t2
∂2
∂t∂x
∂2
∂t∂y
∂2
∂t∂z
∂2
∂x∂t
∂2
∂x2
∂2
∂x∂y
∂2
∂x∂z
∂2
∂y∂t
∂2
∂y∂x
∂2
∂y2
∂2
∂y∂z
∂2
∂z∂t
∂2
∂z∂x
∂2
∂z∂y
∂2
∂z2
 θ can be divided into
=
1
2

2 ∂
2
∂t2
∂2
∂t∂x +
∂2
∂x∂t
∂2
∂t∂y +
∂2
∂y∂t
∂2
∂t∂z +
∂2
∂z∂t
∂2
∂t∂x +
∂2
∂x∂t 2
∂2
∂x2
∂2
∂y∂x +
∂2
∂x∂y
∂2
∂z∂x +
∂2
∂x∂z
∂2
∂t∂y +
∂2
∂y∂t
∂2
∂x∂y +
∂2
∂y∂x 2
∂2
∂y2
∂2
∂z∂y +
∂2
∂y∂z
∂2
∂t∂z +
∂2
∂z∂t
∂2
∂x∂z +
∂2
∂z∂x
∂2
∂y∂z +
∂2
∂z∂y 2
∂2
∂z2
 θ
+
1
2

0 ∂
2
∂t∂x − ∂
2
∂x∂t
∂2
∂t∂y − ∂
2
∂y∂t
∂2
∂t∂z − ∂
2
∂z∂t
∂2
∂x∂t − ∂
2
∂t∂x 0
∂2
∂x∂y − ∂
2
∂y∂x
∂2
∂x∂z − ∂
2
∂z∂x
∂2
∂y∂t − ∂
2
∂t∂y
∂2
∂y∂x − ∂
2
∂x∂y 0
∂2
∂y∂z − ∂
2
∂z∂y
∂2
∂z∂t − ∂
2
∂t∂z
∂2
∂z∂x − ∂
2
∂x∂z
∂2
∂z∂y − ∂
2
∂y∂z 0
 θ
=: Gµν + Fµν , E
EMWg
i := F0i, B
EMWg
i := ǫijkFjk, (5.2)
each of them proportional to a gravitational and an (SU(3)×SU(2)L×U(1) unified) electromagnetic field,
respectively. The noncommutative gauge groups result from the original U(1) symmetry by regarding
each of different order expansions as a basis, i.e., via U(1) × U(1) × U(1). Notice that Fµν 6= 0 only if
the second partial derivative of the operand has a singularity at the origin. Our aim is to unify gravity
into U(1) symmetry as well as the electroweak force, and we contract Lorenz indices only with the flat
spacetime metric ηµν throughout this section. Gµν is identified with the gravitational field, but it has
nothing to do with the metric.
Example 1.
(
∂2
∂y∂x − ∂
2
∂x∂y
)
1
r |x=y=z=0 =
(
∂
∂y
(−xr 1r2 )x=0)y=z=0 − ( ∂∂x (− yr 1r2 )y=0)x=z=0 = 0.
From this we can learn that functions of the only variable r :=
√
x2 + y2 + z2 or r˜ :=
√
r2 − t2 do
not contribute to Fµν .
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Example 2.
(
∂2
∂y∂x − ∂
2
∂x∂y
)
x±y
r |x=y=z=0
=
(
∂
∂y
(−xr x±yr2 + 1r )x=0)y=z=0 − ( ∂∂x (− yr x±yr2 ± 1r )y=0)x=z=0
= limy,z→0
(− yr 1r2 )x=0 ∓ limx,z→0 (−xr 1r2 )y=0 is singular. From this we can learn that singular
terms, even if symmetric with respect to x, y, can contribute.
Example 3.
(
∂2
∂y∂x − ∂
2
∂x∂y
)
(x± y)r|x=y=z=0
=
(
∂
∂y
(−xr (x± y) + r)x=0)y=z=0 − ( ∂∂x (− yr (x± y)± r)y=0)x=z=0
= limy,z→0
(
y
r
)
x=0
∓ limx,z→0
(
x
r
)
y=0
is finite but singular. From this we can learn that Fµν can be
finite at the origin but the value depends on the approach to the point.
Example 4.
(
∂2
∂y∂x − ∂
2
∂x∂y
)
(x2 ± y2) ln r|x=y=z=0 =
(
∂
∂y
(
x
r
x2±y2
r + 2x ln r
)
x=0
)
y=z=0
−
(
∂
∂x
(
y
r
x2±y2
r ± 2y ln r
)
y=0
)
x=z=0
= 0. From this we can learn that the terms higher than either
of the differential variables do not contribute.
Example 5.
(
∂2
∂y∂x − ∂
2
∂x∂y
)
xyf(r)|x=y=z=0 =
(
∂
∂y
(
x
rxyf
′(r) + yf(r)
)
x=0
)
y=z=0
−
(
∂
∂x
(
y
rxyf
′(r) + xf(r)
)
y=0
)
x=z=0
= 0 if f(r), f ′(r) is not singular at r = 0.
Example 6. ∂∂w :=
1
2
(
∂
∂x − i ∂∂y
)
, ∂∂w :=
1
2
(
∂
∂x + i
∂
∂y
)
allows us to write
∂2
∂y∂x − ∂
2
∂x∂y = 2i
(
∂2
∂ww − ∂
2
∂w∂w
)
and so, analytic functions of w or w and their linear combinations
(harmonic functions) do not contribute.
Example 7.
(
∂2
∂y∂x − ∂
2
∂x∂y
)
f(x2, y)|x=y=z=0 =
(
∂
∂y
(
2x∂f(x
2,y)
∂x
)
x=0
)
y=z=0
−
(
∂
∂x
(
∂f(x2,y)
∂y
)
y=0
)
x=z=0
= 0 if limx→0 x
∂f(x2,y)
∂x = limx→0 x
∂2f(x2,y)
∂x∂y = 0 near (x, y) = (0, 0),
where f(x2, y) can depend on other variables.
Thus, the terms like x/r, xy/r can but not z2/r can contribute to Fµν . From previous section 3 we can
conclude that only gravitational part of the phase θ(x, y, z, t) is not polarized. Notice that in our view of
unifying all interactions into one phase θ, U(1) gauge invariance is valid only if θ is not singular. Indeed,
the singularity of θ is the origin of every field. Then, from the above example 4 we can learn that a gluon
potential VG is at most linear order in coordinate variables.
Let us identify the complex angle θ as θ2 + iθ3 ∈ C with the notation of previous section. Then θ
can be treated as the function of only t, the proper time difference between X,Y observed from X . Y
would observe the same θ as the function of x′µ, the time and spatial difference between X,Y observed
from Y . It can also be written as
∫
ω2+ iω3dt, in terms of the angular velocity of X observed from itself,
integrated with respect to the time variable of X . Then,
dθ
dt
=
dxµ
dt
∂θ
∂xµ
(5.3)
∂
∂xi
dθ
dt
=
dxµ
dt
∂2θ
∂xi∂xµ
= vµGiµ +
−−−−−→
EEMWg + −→v ×−−−−−→BEMWg (5.4)
d2θ
dt2
=
dxµ
dt
dxν
dt
∂2θ
∂xµ∂xν
= vµGµνv
ν , where vµ :=
dxµ
dt
. (5.5)
Gµν is symmetric and F
EMWg
µν is skew-symmetric. For e
iθ to be unitary, θ must be real and both are real.
Indeed, Gµν , E
EMWg
i , and B
EMWg
i are real fields. In particular, the symmetry of boosts and rotations
LT = L and RT = −R allows us to simplify Gµν , FEMWgµν via Lorenz transformations:
(R′TLTRTGRLR′)T = R′LRGRLR′, (R′TLTRTFRLR′)T = −R′LRFRLR′. (5.6)
Furthermore, GµνG
µν = G2ij − 2G20i +G200, FEMWgµν Fµν EMWg = 2(BEMWg 2 −EEMWg 2), (5.7)
GµνG
∗
µν = 4(G01G23 +G02G31 +G03G12), and F
EMWg
µν F
EMWg ∗
µν = 4B
EMWg · EEMWg (5.8)
are invariant under such Lorenz transformations. Then, (5.5) reads
for Gµν = −ηµνθ, d
2θ
dt2
= vµGµνv
ν = −θ, (5.9)
or equivalently,
A(t) =
(
0 0
0 0
)
and B(t) =
( −1 0
0 −1
)
(5.10)
in previous notations. We would like to interpret this situation as follows: If gravity is absent, θ, defined
as the spin of X , is rotating constantly, regardless of the velocity of X toward Y . Furthermore, a massless
particle feels only time independent potential force grad (dθ/dt). This follows from the vanishing R.H.S.
of (5.9), substituted into the equation of motion (5.4). Equivalently, a time dependent force for a massless
particle comes only from gravity. This result is interesting, for usually general relativity has the effect of
losing time development.
5.3 Gauge invariance induced by Lorenz transformations
It is known in electrodynamics[59] that we can Lorenz transform any of electromagnetic fields B and E
1. if E ·B = B2 − E2 = 0, into an inertial frame where E and B are perpendicular and of the same
length. For massless particles like photons and gravitons, the boost along their running direction
does not flip their polarization and thus not change their fields.
2. if E ·B = 0 and B2 −E2 6= 0, into an inertial frame where only either of E or B exists. This E or
B is invariant under a boost along and a rotation around itself.
3. if E ·B 6= 0, into an inertial frame where E ∝ B. These E and B are invariant under a boost along
and a rotation around themselves.
Above invariant transformations are the origin of gauge invariance[8]. These gauge transformations for
electromagnetic fields are in general not the same as those for gravity. Rather, this boost can naturally
change the kinematical energy of a charged particle in the electromagnetic field and thus influence its
gravitational potential energy. In the same way, gauge transformations for gravity can influence the
electromagnetic fields. In other words, a graviton and a photon can run not parallel to each other.
In general we can not diagonalize Gµν and Fµν by the same Lorenz transformation. However, we
can always diagonalize the spatial part of Gµν by rotations, without concern about Fµν . If we are lucky
enough to diagonalize Gµν including time components by Lorenz transformations, we can define the
inertial frame of X as follows: If we require initial conditions (4.18) for d
−→
θ0/dt to hold for any v
µ, it
corresponds to vanishing (5.3), i.e. the initial momentum becomes zero. The initial phase
−→
θ0 is still
arbitrary. From (5.4), the gravitational field is parallel to vi in this frame. Further if we require X to
keep stable rotations (i.e. spin), Gµν must have the same signature as of −ηµνθ. Then we can accelerate
the frame to have Gµν ∝ ηµν .
5.4 Conclusion for this section
We tried to interpret every field via the singularity of an original (complex) U(1) phase θ. Noting that
gravity has spin 2, while 3 other fields have spin 1, it is natural to take them respectively as symmetric
and asymmetric part of the second derivative of θ. For spin 1 fields not to vanish, θ(t, x, y, z) must be
at most linear in t, x, y, z, which may explain why the QCD gluon potential behaves linearly at long
distance. U(1) gauge transformations for photons may influence gravity, which may explain why we can
make use of the constant term of gravity potential (literal vacuum energy) to the Higgs mechanism in
section 3. This term is interpreted as the constant part of ∂θ(0)/∂x0 i.e., energy.
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6 Quantum gravity in the Minkowski spacetime
6.1 Introduction to this section
In this section, we discuss the treatment of quantum gravity in the flat spacetime (see Appendix C for the
historical review of approaches to treat quantum gravity with minimal assumptions) 2. This idea dates
back to S. Weinberg[8], where he derived the Einstein equation only by assuming the Lorenz invariance
of the S matrix. His results are summarized as follows:
1. Invariance under general coordinate transformations and the geometric interpretation of gravity are
subsidiary properties derived by a classical approximation.
2. It is not necessary to assume a curved spacetime.
3. He does not give a special treatment to a graviton. A graviton and a photon are both massless
particles and behave the like. The only difference lies in that the former is spin 2 and the latter is
spin 1.
4. Potentials necessarily exist for both gauge particles to create long range forces and to satisfy,
respectively the Einstein and Newton equations.
5. He classified all particle fields by their spins. Therefore Lorenz invariance and causality are evident.
Particularly, higher spin s = 3, 4, 5 · · · particles can not create a 1r2 -like long range force.
Good agreement between theory and experiment for the Lamb shift[7] shows that special relativity is
precisely valid in the quantum world. However, for general relativity, some precise experiments are
difficult to perform. For example, gravitational waves are theoretically predicted. Many people have
tried to observe them for almost 60 years[36], yet none has succeeded in direct observation. To examine
the necessity of general relativity, we should try to explain experiments within the range of special
relativity and compare the results with those of general relativity.
6.2 Scalar-vector potentials of gravity
Let us review the electromagnetic like expression of general relativity[59].
The action S :=
∫ P
Q
ds =
∫ P
Q
√
gµν
dxµ
ds
dxν
ds
ds , wheres is the length of the curve ds2 := gµνdx
µdxν =: −c2dτ2
taken infinitesimal deviation with respect to xρ , gives us the Euler-Lagrange equation
(the equation of geodesics)
1
2
∂gµν
∂xρ
dxµ
ds
dxν
ds
=
d
ds
(
gµρ
dxµ
ds
)
. (6.1)
(6.1) with ρ = k gives gkl
d2xl
dτ2
+
d
dτ
(
gk0
dx0
dτ
)
≃ 1
2
∂g00
∂xk
(
dx0
dτ
)2
(dxk ≪ cdτ ≃ dx0). (6.2)
Then, the identity ds2 = gkldx
kdxl − gk0gl0dxkdxl/g00 + (gk0dxk + g00dx0)2/g00
= (gkl + γkγl)dx
kdxl + g00(dx
0)2
{
1− γk√−g00 ·
dxk
dx0
}2 (
γk :=
gk0√−g00
)
(6.3)
reads c =
dx0
dτ
·
√
(−g00)
(
1− γk√−g00
dxk
dx0
)2
− (gkl + γkγl) dx
kdxl
dx0dx0
. (6.4)
We can rewrite (6.2) with (6.4) to give (gkl + γkγl)
d2xl
dt2
≃ −∂φG
∂xk
− c
√
1 +
2φG
c2
∂γk
∂t
, (6.5)
where φG := −(1 + g00)c2/2 and γk := gk0√−g00 (6.6)
2Busy readers can skip this rather supplementary section.
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are respectively called scalar and vector potentials of gravity. L.H.S. of (6.5) is the spatial component of a
covariant acceleration induced by φG, and γk. In particular, γk vanishes when spatial axes are orthogonal
to the time axis: γk = 0. (6.7)
It is valuable to compare famous general relativistic effects with potential induced effects in the Minkowski
spacetime. The following subsections are devoted to such careful examinations close to experiments.
6.3 The Schwarzschild’s exterior solution in curved spacetime
The spherical symmetric, static solution of the Einstein equation
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν =
8πG
c4
Tµν (6.8)
in the vacuum Tµν = 0 around the source center mass M, written in polar coordinates
(x0, x1, x2, x3) = (ct, r sin θ cosϕ, r sin θ sinϕ, r cos θ) is
ds2 =
1
1− 2a/r (dr)
2 + r2{(dθ)2 + sin2 θ(dϕ)2} − (1− 2a/r)(dx0)2, where a := GM
c2
(6.9)
is consistent with the Newtonian potential in the weak limit of the gravitational field.
Let us study the trajectories in the Schwarzschild spacetime[59]. (6.1) with (6.9) reads
d2x0
ds2
+
d
ds
log
(
1− 2a
r
) dx0
ds
=
(
1− 2a
r
)−1 d
ds
{(
1− 2a
r
) dx0
ds
}
= 0, (6.10)
d2r
ds2
+
1
4
d
dr
(
1− 2a
r
)2(dx0
ds
)2
− 1
2
d
ds
log
(
1− 2a
r
) dr
ds
= (r − 2a)
[(
dθ
ds
)2
+ sin2 θ
(
dϕ
ds
)2]
,(6.11)
d2θ
ds2
+
2
r
dr
ds
dθ
ds
− sin θ cos θ
(
dϕ
ds
)2
= 0, (6.12)
d2ϕ
ds2
+
2
r
dr
ds
dϕ
ds
+ 2 cot θ
dθ
ds
dϕ
ds
=
1
r2
d
ds
(
r2
dϕ
ds
)
+ 2 cot θ
dθ
ds
dϕ
ds
= 0, (6.13)
(6.12) ensures initial conditions θ = π2 ,
dθ
ds = 0 to hold whenever after, so without loss of generality,
we can assume that the motion is in the θ = π2 plane. Then, we can integrate (6.10) and (6.13) to
give
Energy conservation law:
(
1− 2a
r
) dx0
dτ
=: E = const. and (6.14)
Angular momentum conservation law: r2
dϕ
dτ
=: L = const.. (6.15)
(6.9) with (6.14) and (6.15) reads − c2 =
(
1− 2a
r
)−1(dr
dτ
)2
+
L2
r2
−
(
1− 2a
r
)−1
E2 (6.16)
or with the change of variable
dr
dτ
=
dr
dϕ
dϕ
dτ
=
dr
dϕ
L
r2
= −L dz
dϕ
(z :=
1
r
) (6.17)
−(1− 2az)c2 = L2
{(
dz
dϕ
)2
+ (1 − 2az)z2
}
− E2 (6.18)
and then, differentiating (6.18) with ϕ,
d2z
dϕ2
− ac
2
L2
+ z − 3az2 = 0. (6.19)
(6.19) together with (6.15) gives the equation of trajectories 2.
2(6.11) with (6.9) and (6.15) gives (6.19) more directly:
d2r
ds2
+
a
r2
(
1− 2
a
r
)(
dx0
ds
)2
−
a
r2
(
1− 2
a
r
)−1 (dr
ds
)2
− (r − 2a)
(
dϕ
ds
)2
= 0
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6.4 Quantum gravity in the Schwarzschild spacetime: Two more paradoxes
Apart from an ambiguity or information loss problem related to integral constants mentioned in section
2, there are two more paradoxes in general relativity:
• Paradox 1 Notice that (6.16) implies to replace the usual Einstein relation
E2 = p2c2 +m2c4 or the Klein-Gordon equation (6.21)[
− 1
r2
d
dr
(
r2
d
dr
)
+
l(l+ 1)
r2
]
Φ(r) =
(E − eφ)2 −m2c4
h¯2c2
Φ(r) with (6.22)[
−
(
1− 2a
r
)−1 1
r2
d
dr
(
r2
d
dr
)
+
l(l+ 1)
r2
]
Φ(r) =
(
1− 2ar
)−1
(E − eφ)2 −m2c4
h¯2c2
Φ(r),(6.23)
while natural application of the metric (6.9) to the 4 momentum operator pµ = −ih¯ ∂∂xµ of quantum
mechanics implies[
−
√
1− 2a
r
1
r2
d
dr
(
r2
√
1− 2a
r
d
dr
)
+
l(l+ 1)
r2
]
Φ(r) =
(
1− 2ar
)−1
(E − eφ)2 −m2c4
h¯2c2
Φ(r), (6.24)
instead of (6.23). This is because in quantum mechanics, contrary to classical mechanics, a mo-
mentum operator involves inverse of the distance.
Which equation is correct? Of cause only experiments can judge. Both (6.23) and (6.24) involve
further difficulty in unclear behavior of the U(1) potential φ under the gravitational field 3. This
paradox encourages us to carefully examine the above derivation of general relativity. (6.20) reads
the equation of motion
−ac
2
r2
=
d2r
dτ2
− L
2
r3
+ 3
aL2
r4
⇐⇒ d
2r
dτ2
= −dV (r)
dr
, (6.25)
V (r) := const.− ac
2
r
+
L2
2r2
− aL
2
r3
=
1
2
(
ac2
L
− L
r
)2
− aL
2
r3
+ const. (6.26)
The first term in (6.26) is just an integral constant, with (6.21) or (6.16) related to the definition
of a rest mass. The second term is simply the Newtonian gravity, always attractive but with a few
room of ambiguity in the definition of mass appearing in a := MG0c2 . Discussion of the section 4
implies to replace it with a reduced mass: M → MmM+m . The third term is the repulsive centrifugal
force, automatically derived by a coordinate transformation to a rotating system. It is reduced
to the motion of an external world toward the 2 body system. Finally, the fourth term is the
multiplication of the second and the third terms. Though coefficients are confusing and somehow
suppressed by 2/c2, this attractive force is unique to general relativity and probably means that a
graviton couples to the centrifugal force potential as well as the rest mass in the rest frame of the
rotating celestial body. A physical interpretation of (6.16) is as follows:
1. Let us begin with an observer X on a celestial body of mass m in a gravity-free space. The
rest mass energy is mc2.
2. Consider X noticed that the system is rotating around a fixed point (the center of mass of
X and another celestial body Y of mass M) with the angular velocity ω. Then, the rotation
component of the momentum of X is mXY ω =: pXL. The corresponding kinematical energy
is
p2XL
2m .
3. Let us take account of gravity. The above two kinds of energy are both influenced by gravity
and suppressed by a factor
√
1− 2ar .
⇐⇒
d2r
ds2
−
a
r2
− (r − 3a)
(
dϕ
ds
)2
= 0 ⇐⇒
d2r
dτ2
= −ac2z2 + (z3 − 3az4)L2. (6.20)
3A potential is not even Lorenz invariant[8][9].
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4. The radial component of motion forX is solved by above [(rest mass + centrifugal force)×gravity]
potential V , while the angular momentum L is invariant under such a central force (V = V (r)).
Then we can obtain another constant of motion E, interpreted as the potential V plus the
radial component of kinetic energy.
5. To make E covariant under Lorenz transformations and rotations with constant angular
momentums, we must adopt the metric (6.9) instead of the definition in special relativity
dτ :=
√
1− v2/c2dt.
Above interpretation implies that (6.23) is more natural than (6.24). However, if we redefine the
radial component of momentum operator as pr := −ih¯
√
1− 2a
r
∂
∂r
, (6.24) is more natural. This
paradox is related to the problem of quantization that in quantum mechanics, the usual law of
function preservation no longer holds. For example[39], if we try to define the symmetric product
operator as
fg 7→ 1
2
(f̂ ĝ + ĝf̂) for any functions f, g ∈ L2(R), (6.27)
x(xp) 7→ 1
2
(x̂x̂p+ x̂px̂) =
1
4
(x̂(x̂p+ p̂x) + (x̂p+ p̂x)x̂) =
1
4
(x̂2p̂+ p̂x̂2 + 2x̂p̂x̂), (6.28)
while 6⇐⇒ (x2p) 7→ 1
2
(x̂2p̂+ p̂x̂2) =
1
2
(x̂2p̂+ p̂x̂2). (6.29)
Thus the quantization formula (6.27) is no longer valid as an operator identity.
• Paradox 2 This paradox is related to the mass-free definition of an orbital angular momentum L in
a 2 body problem. In relativistic quantum mechanics, the total angular momentum is conserved, as
the result of usual momentum conservation law by the microscopic view of interactions via exchanges
of gauge particles. In particular, photons can have finite Lorenz covariant momentums and angular
momentums. However, the general or special relativistic definition of an orbital angular momentum
(6.15) or (6.40) contradicts to the fact. That is, the Newton’s third law of motion requires both
the 2 bodies to feel equal strength but opposite forces. This is valid in quantum physics, but not
in the above general relativistic definition of an angular momentum.
The following subsections are devoted to review briefly the traditional derivation of general relativity
effects[60].
6.5 Evidence 1: Perihelion precession
Let us solve (6.19) substituted a = GM0c2 (M0 is the mass of the sun)
d2z
dϕ2
+ z =
GM0
L2
+ 3
GM0
c2
z2 (6.30)
with the ansatz z = (1 + ǫ cos γϕ)/l. (6.31)
Notice that L, defined in (6.15), is real for a timelike orbit (ds)2 < 0 and the second term in the R.H.S.
of (6.30) is suppressed by an order c2. Then, expanding
ǫ = ǫ0 + ǫ1/c
2 + ǫ2/c
4 + · · · , (6.32)
γ = γ0 + γ1/c
2 + γ2/c
4 + · · · , (6.33)
l = l0 + l1/c
2 + l2/c
4 + · · · , (6.34)
we obtain l0 =
L2
GM0
, γ0 = 1, (6.35)
− l1
l20
+
ǫ0
l0
(−2γ1γ0) cos γ0ϕ = 3GM0
l20
(1 + ǫ0 cos γ0ϕ)
2 ⇐⇒ l1 = −3GM0, γ1 = −3GM0
l0
= −3
(
GM0
L
)2
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i.e., the angle of perihelion precession during a period is −2πγ1/c2 = 6π
(
GM0
Lc
)2
, where L is the total
angular momentum, divided by the total mass m+M0, of a celestial body (say, Mercury) rotating around
the sun plus the sun. This quantity is known to be 6 times as large as that of special relativity. Careful
readers know that this is just the multiplication of the two correction coefficients appearing in the R.H.S
of (6.30)×c2. However, the term 3GM0c2 z2 replaced with 3GM0zc2l0 would give the same result, for L2 ≪ l0.
(6.26) with (6.15) is enough for the correct derivation of a perihelion precession. However, it is not
necessary. We can neglect the O(z3) term in (6.26), and also describe the equivalent potential to give
the same γ1:
V (r) := const.− ac
2
r
+
L2
2r2
(
1− 3a
2c2
L2
)2
≃ 1
2
{
ac2
L
(
1 + 3
a2c2
L2
)
− L
r
(
1− 3a
2c2
L2
)}2
+ const.
Notice that in such an alternative potential second order in z, all precession effects reduce to the coefficient
of the z2 term, for the ansatz (6.31) is strictly valid then and a pure deviation in the z term coefficient
only affects l0.
Let us briefly review the prediction of special relativity for the perihelion precession[59]. The funda-
mental equations of motion in polar coordinates on a 2 dimensional flat plane are
d
dt
(
m√
1− (v/c)2
dr
dt
)
=
mr√
1− (v/c)2
(
dθ
dt
)2
+ Fr, (6.36)
d
dt
(
mr2√
1− (v/c)2
dθ
dt
)
= rFθ, (6.37)
with the flat metric (ds)2 = (dr)2 + (rdθ)2 − (cdt)2 = −(cdτ)2. (6.38)
For Newtonian gravity Fr = −mac
2
r2
and Fθ = 0, (6.36) and (6.37) are integrated to give
Energy conservation law:
1√
1− (v/c)2 −
a
r
= const. =: E′ and (6.39)
Angular momentum conservation law:
r2√
1− (v/c)2
dθ
dt
= r2
dθ
dτ
= const. =: L′. (6.40)
Notice that we omitted constant coefficients m, c in above definitions of E, L. Notations might be a
little confusing, but definitions of a, s, E′, L′ are the same or parallel as in previous sections. (6.40) is
the same as (6.15), while (6.39) is not the same as (6.14). (6.36) with (6.40) gives
d
dt
(
−L
′√1− (v/c)2√
1− (v/c)2
dz
dθ
)
=
L′2
r3
√
1− (v/c)2 − ac
2
r2
⇐⇒ −L′2
√
1− (v/c)2 z2 d
2z
dθ2
= L′2z3
√
1− (v/c)2 − ac2z2
⇐⇒ d
2z
dθ2
+ z =
ac2
L′2
√
1− (v/c)2 = (with (6.39))
ac2
L′2
(az + E′) =
a2c2
L′2
(E′/a+ z). (6.41)
Comparing (6.41) with (6.31) results in γ1/c
2 ≃ (GM0)
2
2(L′c)2
,
1
6
times as large as that of general relativity.
6.6 Evidence 2: Gravitational lens
Let us consider the orbit of the light passing near the sun. As a photon is massless, we must adopt the
vanishing line element:
ds = 0 and
d2z
dϕ2
+ z = 3
GM0
c2
z2 instead of (6.30). (6.42)
Neglecting the O(1/c2) term in (6.42) reads the approximate solution z ≃ z0 cosϕ. (6.43)
Substituting this to (6.42) reads at order O(1/c2)
d2z
dϕ2
+ z ≃ 3GM0
c2
z20 cos
2 ϕ =
3GM0
2c2
z20(1 + cos 2ϕ),
and thus z ≃ z0 cosϕ+ 3GM0
2c2
z20
(
1− 1
3
cos 2ϕ
)
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= z0 cosϕ+
GM0
c2
z20(2− cos2 ϕ)→ 0
(
z :=
1
r
→ 0
)
. (6.44)
The asymptotic equation (6.44) cos2 ϕ− c
2
GM0z0
cosϕ ≃ 2 in the long distance limit gives
cosϕ ≃ −2GM0z0
c2
,
c2
GM0z0
(2≪ c
2
GM0z0
). (6.45)
The second solution of (6.45) gives imaginary ϕ and the first solution corresponds to the two asymptotic lines
x =
1
z0
− GM0z0
c2
x2 + 2y2√
x2 + y2
→ 1
z0
− 2GM0z0
c2
|y| (|y| → ∞) i.e., incoming and outgoing orbits.
Then, the deviation angle of the two lines (in general relativity) is δGR :≃ 4GM0z0
c2
. (6.46)
Contrastingly in the Newtonian gravity dealt with special relativity, there is no gravitational lens,
for in the velocity of light limit (v → c), the two terms of R.H.S. appearing in (6.41) vanish (cf. (6.39),
(6.40)) and the solution reduces to (Appendix D)
z = z0 cosϕ, which vanishes at cosϕ = 0. (6.47)
Therefore, the orbit does not curve: ϕ = ±π
2
, δNG := 0. (6.48)
However, as is well known, we can derive gravitational lens effects only from Newtonian gravity plus
the equivalence principle as follows. Consider a particle P with a momentum p passing near along the
straight line a distance r away from the mass M0. P earns the transverse impulse F⊥(t)dt :=
GM0p//dt
vr2
during an infinitesimal time dt, while the parallel momentum p// is invariant
4. Therefore, total transverse
momentum deviation from the nearest distance r = r0 to r =∞ is
∆p⊥ :=
∫ ∞
t0
GM0p//
vr2
dt =
∫ ∞
r0
GM0p//
vv⊥r2
dr ≃
∫ ∞
r0
GM0pr0
v2
√
r2 − r20r2
dr
≃ GM0p
v2
∫ z0
0
z√
z20 − z2
dz (z0 :=
1
r0
) =
GM0p
v2
[
(z20 − z2)
1
2
]0
z0
=
GM0pz0
v2
. (6.49)
Therefore, the deviation angle of the two asymptotic lines (in Newtonian gravity + the equivalence principle) is
δNeq : ≃ 2∆p⊥
p
=
2GM0z0
v2
→ 2GM0z0
c2
(v → c), (6.50)
which is one half as large as δGR.
6.7 Extension of special relativistic equations of motion to massless particles
What is the difference of the two derivations for Newtonian gravity? Careful examination shows that the
limit of an angular momentum L′ →∞, again, plays a trick. This is not a surprise, for (6.36) and (6.37)
are no longer valid for a massless particle. Instead, the correct equations in the same notation are
dp//r
dt
= rFθ , which reads p//r = const. =: L
′′ (<∞) for a central force −→F := −grad φ(r), and
dp⊥
dt
= p//
(
dθ
dt
)
+ Fr, which reads (p⊥)2 +
dφ(r)
dp
p2
v
= 0 via (6.51)
sin θ
dp
dt
= Fr ⇐⇒ p2 sin2 θdp
dt
= Frp
2 sin θ = Fr
p2
v
dr
dt
⇐⇒
∫
p2 sin2 θdp =
∫
Fr
p2
v
dr
⇐⇒
∫ {
p2 −
(
L′′
r
)2}
dp =
∫
Fr
p2
v
dr =
∫
Fr
p2dr
vdp
dp =
∫
Frp
2 sin θdt. (6.52)
4⊥ = sin θ is the projection to the radial direction, and // = cos θ is the projection to the argument direction.
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Notice that here p⊥, p//, p, Fθ, Fr are spatial components of Lorenz covariant 4 vectors, but v, r, θ are
not. In particular, vectors transverse to the momentum −→p along the orbit never Lorenz contract. Here
integrals are taken always counterclockwise direction. Then, dr, dp change signs while the integrands do
not to give the opposite value of the incoming and outgoing integrals
∫ 0
−∞ = −
∫∞
0
. In the last integral
dt is always positive, while the integrand change signs to give the opposite value.
Thus, we have successfully derived the Lorenz invariant law of energy conservation:
p2⊥ =
{
p2 −
(
L′′
r
)2}
= −dφ
dp
p2
v
= − d
dp
(
φ
p2
v
)
+ φ
d
dp
(
p2
v
)
, (6.53)
where the first term in the R.H.S. is a total derivative. Therefore, the transverse momentum depends
only on p and the potential φ(r) in the neighborhood of the point, and the mass m of the object.
However, this derivation is equivalent to (6.41) and if we naively substitute the Newtonian potential
φ(r) = φNW := −GmMr in (6.53), the z order term of the corresponding potential V (z) in (6.41) still
vanishes, which immediately loses the gravitational lens effect. Our results are rather summarized as:
1. Possible alternative potentials second order in z := 1r to give the correct value of perihelion preces-
sion are restricted by γ, the angle factor, to have
{
1− 3
(
GM
Lc
)2}
term. Special relativity can
explain only 16 of the correction.
2. In general relativity, this effect comes from the z3 order terms of the potential (6.26) .
3. Naive treatment of special or general relativity gives the wrong result of a vanishing gravitational
lens. However, physically natural classical treatment of momentum with the equivalence principle,
under the Newtonian potential gives one half of the correct value.
4. The wrong result is due to the naive treatment of v → c limit, which results in the divergent,
mass-free orbital angular momentum L → ∞ in (6.40). Instead, we should naturally extend the
equations of motion (6.36), (6.37) in special relativity to be valid both for massive and massless
particles.
5. The equations of geodesics (6.10)-(6.13) in general relativity are already in this mass-independent
form. However, a natural requirement to symmetrize the equations to both two objects leads to
the wrong result.
6. Existence of the gravitational lens requires the z order term not to vanish in possible alternative
potentials, second order in z. This contradicts to the ordinary shape of the Newtonian potential
φG = −GMmr → 0 as m→ 0.
7. (6.51), (6.51) are a natural extension of (6.36), (6.37) to a photon. Then, the energy conservation
law (6.53) of a transverse momentum p⊥ for a central force is automatically derived by effort of
obtaining p⊥ in the L.H.S..
8. The differentiation dφ/dp in the energy conservation law (6.53) of the original potential φ(r) requires
that φ(r) depend on p, the spatial radius of the total 4 momentum of a particle. This opens the
possibility for a massless particle to feel gravity.
9. (6.53) must be a scalar equation. Then, the extra factor p/v requires φ to behave under Lorenz
transformations like the time component of a contravariant 4 vector, and the force Fr to be like the
time-spatial components of a 4 tensor of contravariant rank 1 and covariant rank 1.
10. Here possible different properties of the force under parity or time conjugation are ignored. However,
above discussion is valid to both electric and gravitational fields, thus proving the conception of a
force mediated by a vector field. In particular, a central force can not Lorenz transform as a whole
tensor of a higher rank. It must be decomposed in a (contracted tensor product of) (pseudo) spatial
vector(s).
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11. In this sense, a potential φ of a central force contributes to the energy only through p, but not
through the total energy E =: p0, (E−potentials)2 = p2c2 + m2c4. In other words, it couples
neither to itself nor other potentials.
12. This picture is definitely different from general relativity in which the metric is generated by the
energy momentum tensor including the gravitational field itself. However in the Schwarzschild
solution, this self coupling effect is neglected by assuming the vanishing energy-momentum tensor:
T µν = 0.
13. For a massless photon to feel gravity, φG(r) 6= −GMmr but φG(r) = −Gp
µp′ν
c2r +Constant., where pµ,
p′ν are respectively Lorenz covariant 4 momentums of the 2 bodies and the metric is flat gµν = ηµν .
14. In the same way, the electromagnetic potential is φEM (r) = gEM
qQpµp′µ
Mmc2r +Constant.. This expres-
sion is valid only for massive particles and if either particle is massless, it reduces to φEM (r) =
gEM
qQpµp′µ
EE′c2r + Constant.
5.
6.8 Can a gravitational lens make a rainbow?
The modified equation, substituted φG(r) = −GM0prc , corresponding to (6.41) is
rp sin θ = L′′, sin2 θ =
GM0
crv
(6.54)
⇒ dr
dt
= v sin θ =
GM0 sin θ
cr sin2 θ
⇒ 2 cos(2θ) = GM0d
2(z/v)
cdθ2
= 2− 4GM0z
c2
(v → c).
(6.54), obtained from the energy conservation law (6.53) is already describing a trajectory z(θ) and shows
that in our theory the incoming and outgoing light rays approach the same straight line r sin θ = 0, only
evading M0 near r → r0. This result is unexpected for an attractive force of gravity and seems strange,
but an observer at r = r1, θ = θ1 would consider that the ray vent angle δ is
tan δ =
d(r sin θ)
d(r cos θ)
=
dr sin θ + r cos θdθ
dr cos θ − r sin θdθ =
r2cv sin(2θ) sin θ −GM0r cos θ
r2cv sin(2θ) cos θ +GM0r sin θ
=
2r1c
2 sin2 θ1 −GM0
2r1c2 cos2 θ1 +GM0
→ −GM0
2r1c2
(θ1 → 0, π), (6.55)
where M0 is not negligible if only θ1 ≃ π. The trajectories do not depend on the asymptotic momentum
p(sin θ = 0), but the distance to the asymptotic straight line is L
′′
p =
cp0
p , i.e., the red shift ratio, where
p0 is the momentum at the nearest point of the ray r = r0. In other words, the gravitational lens can
make a rainbow, in a sense that the light from a distant star is observed red shifted by M0, but if emitted
from another star that is not on the same straight line combiningM0 and the former star (nor on its axial
symmetric cone to the observer), the light would be red shifted differently, even if the distances between
the stars and M0 are the same. This results only from the finite angular momentum conservation law
(6.51). Our theory discussed in this subsection is probably wrong, but a natural extension of special
relativity, and makes an experimentally probable prophet: In general relativity the red shift comes only
from acceleration, without mentioning whether it is caused by gravity or a rocket engine, so not depends
on the angle between the light ray and the acceleration. Contrastingly, in our theory it depends on the
angle of, still without mentioning the cause of, the acceleration. The difference comes from the different
definitions of an orbital angular momentum (cf.(6.15), (6.51)).
Above discussion shows that z3 order terms of a potential are indispensable to explain famous general
relativity effects.
6.9 A possible approach to the solution: The retarded Newtonian potential
This subsection is only a review [44] of the classical argument that general relativity effects are also
derived by the special relativity. The derivation is parallel to that of Lienard-Wiechelt potentials in
5However, from the classical theory of electromagnetism, a charged particle naturally obtains an electromass[61].
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electromagnetic theory. The corresponding potentials are
φG := − GM0
r
√
1− v2 sin2 θc2
, (6.56)
γk := − GM0vk
c2r
√
1− v2 sin2 θc2
. (6.57)
Then, with the classical definition of a (mass dependent) orbital angular momentum
LCl := mrv sin θ (6.58)
(6.56) can be written as VGLW = −GM0
r
− GM0L
2
Cl
2m2c2r3
, (6.59)
which involves one half of the required z3 term. As explained in [44], taking account of the gravitational
Thomas precession gives the more correct form of the z3 term:
∆V = − h
r3
, h :=
GM0L
2
Cl
m2c2
[
1 +
~LCl · ~S
2L2Cl
]
. (6.60)
Here no symmetry between M0 and m is required, for the system is not written in the center of mass
frame. Symmetrization gives instead of (6.59)
Mm
M +m
VGLW = −GMm
r
− G(M
2 + 2Mm+m2)L2Cl
2mMc2r3
. (6.61)
Experimentally, the term
~LCl · ~S
2L2Cl
is the order of 10−10 for Mercury and quite negligible. 6
6.10 Conclusion for this section
We discussed some paradoxes in general relativity and its possible solution. The crucial point is how to
derive the O(1/r3) term of a potential. This can be derived in flat spacetime [44] from the scalar retarded
Newtonian potential by taking account of the Thomas precession.
An angular momentum is in fact not a Lorenz covariant 4 ‘momentum’. If we adopted a covariant
definition L of (6.15), equivalently L′ of (6.40), the result would lead to a self contradiction, for the terms
in the
√
of (6.59) would be negative for relativistic L, L′ → ∞. Indeed, in relativistic quantum
mechanics orbital angular momentums and spins are intrinsic properties of the 2 body system, and the
change of their lengths (Lorentz contractions) by the motion of an observer does not affect physics. For
instance, the L · S interaction is a scalar product of 3 dimentional vectors.
If otherwise we extend L to photons, L′′ of (6.51) is natural, which implies the connection of an orbital
angular momentum with a central force. However, naive treatment of the conservation law of angular
momentum for L′′ would contradict the experimental lens effect, for r →∞ ⇐⇒ sin θ = 0.
7 Unification revisited: Including angular momentums
7.1 Introduction to this section
In this section, we shall apply the results of previous sections 4 and 6 to make more strict the previous
discussion in the section 3. Spins and orbital angular momentum effects come into consideration. In
particular, we assume that the equation has a solution also for E = mc2 i.e., a rest particle.
6By the way, the relation of a spin and revolution frequencies as in the moon is fulfilled classically from the tidal force
after many years. If this is the case, quantization of angular momentums in quantum mechanics also is due to some
kinematical balance as the final result of many times of scattering process. Then, the quantization effect can naturally
become stronger as the particle state becomes lower. This is another interpretation of ∆E∆t ∼ h¯. In this sense, quantum
gravity is the theory of the final shape of the universe, rather than initial.
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7.2 Asymptotic behavior of the Dirac equation for central forces
Let us solve the Dirac equation [
iγµ
(
∂
∂xµ
− i q
h¯
Aµ
)
− mc
h¯
]
ψ = 0 (7.1)
for the type of potentials Aµ := (φ(r), 0, 0, 0) discussed in section 2, 3[60].
If we take ψ = χe−iEt/h¯
(
cp0 := ih¯
∂
∂t
− qφ(r)
)
(7.2)
(7.1) reads
(
p0 +mc −ih¯∂iσi
−ih¯∂iσi p0 −mc
)
ψ = 0, which commutes with (7.3)
the total angular momentum J i :=
( −ih¯ǫijkrj∂k 0
0 −ih¯ǫijkrj∂k
)
+
h¯
2
(
σi 0
0 σi
)
. (7.4)
We take (the eigen value of J2/h¯2) =: j(j + 1) and (the eigen value of Jz/h¯) =: m. (7.5)
There are two eigen states Φ
(+)
j,m :=
1√
2(j + 1)
( √
j −m+ 1 Y m−1/2j+1/2
−√j +m+ 1 Y m+1/2j+1/2
)
and (7.6)
Φ
(−)
j,m :=
1√
2j
( √
j +m Y
m−1/2
j−1/2√
j −m Y m+1/2j−1/2
)
for (7.5), where (7.7)
Y ml (θ, φ) := ǫ
√
(2l + 1)(l − |m|)!
4π(l + |m|)! e
imφ sin|m| θ
d|m|
d(cos θ)|m|
{
1
2ll!
dl
d(cos θ)l
(cos2 θ − 1)l
}
, (7.8)
ǫ :=
{
(−1)m (0 < m)
1 (m ≤ 0) are spherical harmonic functions. (7.9)
As
σiri
r
(
Φ
(+)
j,m Φ
(−)
j,m
)
=
(
cos θ e−iφ sin θ
eiφ sin θ − cos θ
)(
Φ
(+)
j,m Φ
(−)
j,m
)
=
(
Φ
(−)
j,m Φ
(+)
j,m
)
,
we can take ψ(xi) =
(
f(r)Φ
(+)
j,m
g(r)Φ
(−)
j,m
)
e−iEt/h¯ as a solution of (7.3). Then,
(p0 +mc)f(r)Φ
(+)
j,m − ih¯∂µσµg(r)Φ(−)j,m = 0 = (p0 −mc)g(r)Φ(−)j,m − ih¯∂µσµf(r)Φ(+)j,m. (7.10)
With the identity σi∂i =
σiriσ
jrj
r2
σk∂k =
σiri
r2
(rj∂j − iǫjklσjrk∂l) = σ
iri
r2
(
r
∂
∂r
− J
jJj − LjLj − SjSj
h¯2
)
(for Φ
(+/−)
j,m , l = j ±
1
2
) =
σiri
r2
{
r
∂
∂r
− j(j + 1) + (j ± 1
2
)(j + 1± 1
2
) +
3
4
}
=
σiri
r2
{
r
∂
∂r
+ 1± (j + 1
2
)
}
, (7.11)
(7.10) reads 0 = (p0 +mc)f(r)Φ
(+)
j,m − ih¯
σiri
r2
{
r
∂
∂r
+ 1− (j + 1
2
)
}
g(r)Φ
(−)
j,m (7.12)
= (p0 −mc)g(r)Φ(−)j,m − ih¯
σiri
r2
{
r
∂
∂r
+ 1 + (j +
1
2
)
}
f(r)Φ
(+)
j,m (7.13)
and so, 0 =
[
(p0 +mc) + h¯2
(
d
dr
+
1− 2j
2r
)
1
p0 −mc
(
d
dr
+
2j + 3
2r
)]
f(r) (7.14)
=
[
(p0 −mc) + h¯2
(
d
dr
+
2j + 3
2r
)
1
p0 +mc
(
d
dr
+
1− 2j
2r
)]
g(r). (7.15)
(7.14) ⇐⇒
[
m2c4 − (E − qφ(r))2 − h¯2c2
(
d2
dr2
+
2
r
d
dr
− j(j + 1)− 3/4
r2
)]
f(r)
= −h¯2c2
{ −q
E − qφ(r) −mc2
dφ(r)
dr
(
2j + 3
2r
+
d
dr
)
+
2j + 3
2r2
}
f(r), (7.16)
(7.15) ⇐⇒
[
m2c4 − (E − qφ(r))2 − h¯2c2
(
d2
dr2
+
2
r
d
dr
− j(j + 1)− 3/4
r2
)]
g(r)
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= −h¯2c2
{ −q
E − qφ(r) +mc2
dφ(r)
dr
(
1− 2j
2r
+
d
dr
)
+
1− 2j
2r2
}
g(r). (7.17)
If we take j = 12 , (7.17) reduces to the usual Klein-Gordon equation (3.1) with l = 0.
The first term of R.H.S. of (7.16) (L · S term) for a rest particle E = mc2 is unique in a sense that it
always acts as an attractive force, whether or not the potential φ(r) is attractive or repulsive, as long as
φ(r) is a negative power of r or higher order (including the Yukawa type) interaction φ(r) = O( 1rǫ ). In
particular, if φ(r) → r−n (0 < n) as r →∞, the centrifugal force in (7.16) is deformed by the R.H.S. to
give
j(j + 1)− 3/4
r2
the third term
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(j + 1)2 − 1/4
r2
the first term
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(j + 1)2 − 1/4− (2j + 3)n/2
r2
.
1. If n = 1, this effect vanishes and the centrifugal force does not change. The solution is well known
for hydrogen atoms[40, 7].
2. If n < 2, the third term ∼ 2mc2qφf(r) of L.H.S dominates R.H.S..
3. If n = 2, these terms balance to give the dominant term (2mc2qφ + h¯2c2
j2 − 9/4
r2
)f(r). This case
is physically interesting for positroniums and photons (if they had spin 3/2).
4. If 2 < n = j + 12 , this effect is strong enough to cancel the dominant centrifugal force and O(1/r
3)
term is dominant.
5. If 2, j + 12 < n, the attractive h¯
2c2 (j+1)
2−1/4−(2j+3)n/2
r2 f(r) term is dominant.
The Yukawa type potential φ(r) ∼ e−Mr/rn′ is particularly interesting, when the first and second
terms of R.H.S. can be dominant to give Mh¯2c2
(
2j + 3
2r
+
d
dr
)
f(r). This means that for a stopped
spin 12 particle that feels a dominant Yukawa type force, L · S term acts like a Newtonian potential. The
possible cases are as follows.
• The second term dominates the first. This can occur when f(r) vanishes more rapidly than a
polynomial of 1/r and{
d2
dr2
+
(
2
r
+M
)
d
dr
}
f(r) ∼ 0 ⇐⇒ f(r) ∼ A+Be−Mr, (7.18)
and then, for ∝ 1r term to vanish, A = 0. In addition, from (7.12) g(r) begins with rj−1/2 or
exponential decay, but with (7.13) g(r) ∼ iMh¯q rn
′−2. Thus n′ = j + 32 for consistency.
• The second term does not dominate the first. This can occur only when f(r) ∼ r−j−3/2 and further(
d2
dr2
+
2
r
d
dr
− (j + 1)
2 − 1/4
r2
)
f(r) ∼ 0 (7.19)
⇐⇒ (j + 3/2)(j + 5/2)− (2j + 3) ∼ (j + 1)2 − 1/4. (7.20)
This consistency condition is an identity. Thus, the radial component eigen function f(r) of a spin
1
2 particle can feel a dominant Yukawa type force of L.H.S. and still behave as a polynomial of 1/r.
Contrastingly. for g(r) in (7.17), the third term 2mc2qφg(r) of L.H.S always dominates the two terms
of R.H.S., except for the only possiblity the second term balance it when φ(r) ∼ e−Mr/rn′ and g(r) ∼
e−M
′r/rn
′′
give the effect of 2mc2qφg(r) → (2mc2 − h¯
2MM ′
2m
)qφg(r). However, in this case clearly the
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kinetic term is dominant.
Thus, g(r) can feel a dominant Yukawa type potential iff j = 12 , in the sense of section 3 i.e.,
g(r) = a+
b
r
+
∞∑
k=1,2,3···
∞∑
n=lk
dkne
−kMrr−n + · · · (a or b 6= 0), (7.21)
where
2qmc2
h¯2c2
=
{
d1l1M
2/a, l1 = n
′ (a 6= 0)
d1l1M
2/b, l1 = n
′ + 1 (a = 0 6= b) . (7.22)
Then, from (7.12)
f(r) ∝ ih¯r
n′
2mc2rn′ − qe−Mr
− br2 +
∞∑
k=1,2,3···
∞∑
n=lk
dkne
−kMrr−n
(
−kM − n
r
)
+ · · ·
 .
The inverse parity spinor ψ(xi) =
(
f(r)Φ
(−)
j,m
−g(r)Φ(+)j,m
)
e−iEt/h¯ is also the (right handed) solution of (7.3).
We can also take ψ(xi) =
(
g′(r)Φ(−)j,m
f ′(r)Φ(+)j,m
)
e−iEt/h¯,
(
−g′(r)Φ(+)j,m
f ′(r)Φ(−)j,m
)
e−iEt/h¯ as other solutions,
where f ′(r), g′(r) satisfy the same equation as (7.12) and (7.13), respectively with m→ −m.
Therefore, the mass term (Appendix E) for a E = mc2 spin 12 particle with j =
1
2 that feels a dominant
Yukawa type potential is
−m
∫ ∞
0
(|f(r)|2 + |g(r)|2) r2dr → −∞, (7.23)
which violates the normalization condition and leads to a contradiction(Appendix A). For a general spin
s = n/2,
σi∂i =
σiri
r2
{
r
∂
∂r
+ s2 + s+ (u ± 1/2)(u± 1/2− 2j − 1)
}
(7.24)
for Φj,m, j = l+ u± 1/2 ∈ {|l− s|, |l − s|+ 1, · · · |l + s|}, instead of (7.11).
7.3 The relativistic electric and Newtonian potentials
According to S. Weinberg[8], the charge and gravitational mass in a two body problem behave as follows.
Let us consider a massless particle with the 3 momentum q and helicity ±j, exchanged by the two
particles a, b with a 4 momentum pµa := (Ea, pa), p
µ
b := (Eb, pb), a mass ma, mb, a spin Ja, Jb, a
coupling constant to the photon ea, eb, and a coupling constant to the graviton fa, fb, respectively. For
j = 1, 2, the vertex amplitude of these interactions can be written as
2ie(2π)4δσσ′pµe
µ∗
± (qˆ)
(2π)9/2[2E(p)](2|q|)1/2 (j = 1), (7.25)
2if(8πG)1/2(2π)4δσσ′ (pµe
µ∗
± (qˆ))
2
(2π)9/2[2E(p)](2|q|)1/2 (j = 2) , (7.26)
where G is the Newton constant and eµ±(qˆ) (e
µ∗
± (qˆ)) are (conjugate) polarization vectors of the two
massless particles, orthogonal to qµ and respectively satisfy∑
±
e µ± (qˆ)e
ν∗
± (qˆ) = Π
µν(qˆ) := gµν + (q¯µqν + q¯νqµ)/(2|q|2), [q¯µ := (|q|,−q)],
∑
±
e µ1± (qˆ)e
µ2
± (qˆ)e
ν1∗± (qˆ)e
ν2∗± (qˆ) =
1
2
{Πµ1ν1(qˆ)Πµ2ν2(qˆ) + Πµ1ν2(qˆ)Πµ2ν1(qˆ)−Πµ1µ2(qˆ)Πν1ν2(qˆ)} .
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(7.25) and (7.26) are respectively the definition of the electric charge e and the gravitational mass f .
Then, the S matrix for this process is
δσaσ′aδσbσ′b
4π2EaEbt
[eaeb(pa · pb) + 8πGfafb{(pa · pb)2 −m2am2b/2}]
=
δσaσ′aδσbσ′b
πt
[
−eaeb
4π
+Gfa
(
2Ea − m
2
a
Ea
)
fbmb
]
(if the particle b is stopped), (7.27)
where t := −(pa − p′a) → 0 is the transferred momentum. Therefore, we can identify ea as the electric
charge of a. In the same way, effective gravitational mass behaves like
m˜a := fa{2Ea − (m2a/Ea)}
≃
{
fama(when the particle a is nonrelativistic) .
2faEa(when the particle a is relativistic)
(7.28)
From (7.27) we can learn that the relativistic effective potential for this process in the center of mass
frame is[
−eaeb
4πt
(
1 +
p2√
(µ2 + p2)M2 − 2p2µM + p4
)
+
Gfafb
2t
(
4p2 +
(µ2 + 2p2)M2 − 4p2µM + 4p4√
(µ2 + p2)M2 − 2p2µM + p4
)]
,
(7.29)
where p := (pa−pb)/2,M := (ma+mb)c, and µ := mambc/(ma+mb). These interactions monotonically
increase as the relative velocity of both bodies grows. The running effect of these coupling constants is
→ ×2 for electricity and → × 8p
2
µM
for gravity (p = 0 → ∞). Even a massless particle can feel the
electromagnecity and gravity of a massless particle.
A spin 2 massless boson always reduces to the Einstein equation and thus is identified with a graviton.
7.4 Electro and weak magnetic masses
Let a left handed particle P with a radius a, charge Q, mass M , velocity vi := (0, 0, v), and the third
component of weak hypercharge T3, moving slowly compared with the light velocity. From (E.62), the
electroweak vector potentials generated by P can be written as
Ai :=
µ0Qvi
4πr
and Zi :=
µ0T3vi
4πr
e−mr, (7.30)
where µ0 is the permeability of vacuum and m is the mass of Z
0 boson. Then, the electroweak magnetic
mass for P is calculated as follows[61]:
BEMi := (∇×A)i =
µ0Q(v × r)i
4πr3
(7.31)
and BWi := (∇× Z)i =
µ0T3(v × r)i
4πr3
(1 +mr)e−mr. (7.32)
Noting v × r = v(xey − yex) in terms of the bases ex, ey, the electroweak magnetic energy generated by
P is∫
BEM 2 +BW 2
2µ0
dxdydz =
1
2µ0
(µ0v
4π
)2 ∫ {
Q2 + T 23 (1 + 2mr +m
2r2)e−2mr
} x2 + y2
r6
dxdydz
=
1
2µ0
(µ0v
4π
)2 2
3
∫ {
Q2 + T 23 (1 + 2mr +m
2r2)e−2mr
} x2 + y2 + z2
r6
r2drdΩ
=
µ0Q
2
4π
v2
3
∫ ∞
a
dr
r2
+
µ0T
2
3
4π
v2
3
∫ ∞
a
(1 + 2mr +m2r2)e−2mr
dr
r2
=
µ0Q
2
4π
v2
3a
+
µ0T
2
3
4π
v2
3
(
1
a
+
m
2
)
e−2ma. (7.33)
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Thus, we can express the total kinematical energy for P as
W :=
1
2
(M +MEM +MW ) v
2,
where MEM :=
µ0
4π
2Q2
3a
and MW :=
µ0
4π
2T 23
3
(
1
a
+
m
2
)
e−2ma (7.34)
are respectively the electro and weak magnetic masses. Interestingly, MW includes the contribution not
diverges in the limit a → 0. This can be a radiative origin of the small neutrino masses. Notice that
if electromagnetic and weak interactions are of the same origin, we should take the summation of BEM
and BW before taking absolute square, which has the effect of adding the cross term mass
MEMW :=
µ0QT3
4π
4
3
∫ ∞
a
(1 +mr)e−mr
dr
r2
=
µ0
4π
4QT3
3a
e−ma (7.35)
to W . If Q = −T3, the total mass converges for a→ 0.
7.5 Conclusion for this section
We took account of spins to make the discussion in section 3 more strict. The previous result also holds
for the Dirac equation with j = 1/2 (total angular momentum), that a neutrino never feels a dominant
1/r2-like long range force as the usual standard model does not contain gravity, and so it feels a dominant
Yukawa type potential and thus is not L2 for E = Mc2. Then, it is easy to show that the kinetic term
can not cancel the divergence of a mass term. If above discussion is valid, we can conclude that neutrinos
are massless at the tree level. Then, neutrinos naturally break the chiral symmetry. This can explain
why weak bosons couple only to left handed fermions (the parity violation of weak interaction). Further
we can easily calculate the electromagnetic mass for the Yukawa-type potential[61]. This is the effect of
radiative corrections not included in static potentials. This idea may explain the smallness of neutrino
mass without assuming the see-saw mechanism[63].
8 Conclusion
In this thesis we first constructed a type of singularities of a potential for the spherical symmetric Klein-
Gordon equation. Instead of introducing a cut-off, we studied the effect of assuming that a potential V
has at least one C2 class eigen function. The result crucially depends on the analytic property of the
eigen function near its 0 point.
Then we discussed a natural possibility that gravity and weak coupling constants gG and gW are
defined after gEM . According to this unified description of gauge fields via U(1), a photon that feels a
dominant 1/r2-like force (of centrifugal nature or not) can not create a long range force. Thus the photon
can naturally be identified as a Z0 boson. We found also that the mass term of the free field Lagrangian
for a scalar particle that feels a dominant Yukawa type short range force always diverges in the limit of
a rest mass and a long distance. The kinematical term can not cancel the divergence and thus such a
scalar must be massless. This is almost valid for fermions if the total angular momentum j = 1/2.
Gravity is the only long range force that can not be screened. It also acts between any particles with
energies. Therefore, gravity always contributes to the 1/r term of a potential which is an integral constant
for a 3 dimensional Laplacian. We tried to associate every pairs of the standard model elementary particles
to their corresponding asymptotic expansion. The fact that the iterative solution inevitably includes
several infinite series of different order in one expansion may be the origin of the non-commutative gauge
invariance. In this form, we can naturally understand QCD color confinement via the normalization of
gluons.
Based on few assumptions almost evident and independent of above discussions, we next considered
the meaning of internal and external degrees of freedom for a 2 body problem. How many degrees of
freedom are inherent to the two frames X and Y ? -We found a phase which can not reduce to the
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inertial motion of one frame. The Poincare´ group with spins includes in itself an U(1) phase θ, or the
angle between two spins. This θ can formally be written as imaginary rotations via asymmetric spinor
representations. We tried to derive gauge fields from this phase θ. Such an idea to derive electromagnetic
fields via the nonintegrability of a phase dates back to Dirac[31]. We extended his idea to other fields in
this thesis, making use of the phase θ.
Furthermore, there are 4 internal degrees of freedom of the past that can not be changed by future
performance. A rotational frame is not an inertial frame. Therefore, the spin of a particle on the origin
of an inertial frame X is the intrinsic property of itself, independent of motions of the other frame for the
2 body system. This implies geometric origin of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix[28]: The first
2 are due to the direction of spin X viewed from the other frame Y. The second 2 are due to anisotropic
nature of the particle X itself, i.e., ‘the fact that a rotation around the navel and a rotation around the
neck are different’. Both are included in steps of the section 4. Thus, a neutrino oscillation, if it really
happened, would not only imply nonzero neutrino masses, but also imply an internal structure for leptons,
so far not detected.
As a spin-off, supersymmetry is regarded as a kind of Mach’s principle for spinning frames. A trans-
formation of two fermions operators to one boson operator is physically natural. For example, it really
appears to treat Cooper pairs in superconductivity. However, an elementary boson can not always be
divided into two fermions. Supersymmetric transformations in elementary particle physics defined as
the mutual replacement of a fermion and a boson of the same mass are by no means natural. We can
even regard them as a primary mistake to treat the rotational frame as an inertial frame. Such kinds of
Ptolemaic or geocentric theories seem incorrect.
To treat gravity, we first reviewed famous results in general relativity. Then we discussed several
paradoxes, and possible solutions for them. Replacement of the potential with that of S. Weinberg[8] will
give the correct energy dependence of gravity. We took account of angular momentums to make previous
discussions more precise. Finally, we can explain why gravity is always attractive, by naturally treating
it as a subsidiary force derived by the L · S interaction of a dominant Yukawa-type potential.
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A Some remarks for section 2
1.1 Comment on uniqueness-1
In our construction of a generalized Taylor expansion of the type (g) in section 2, all coefficients in ex-
ponents are assumed real. This is because the convergence is not guaranteed if the coefficients include
imaginary parts. However in some special cases, the expansions with imaginary coefficients are also de-
fined. For example, a type (g) expansion f(z) is already in an ascending order, and multiplication of all
terms by a common complex phase like f(z) → f(z)eiθ(z) (θ ∈ R ) does not lose the convergence, if
θ(z) converges. Further, we consider possible extensions including imaginary coefficients.
(1) If we assume that f(z) =
∑
n fn(z) converges uniformly and absolutely on any compact subset in
the annular domain D = {z ∈ C| 0 < |z| < r}, multiplication of all terms by different complex
phases like fn(z)→ fn(z)eiθn(z) (θn(z) ∈ R ) does not lose the convergence . If we do not expand
the complex phases and keep the absolute ascending order, the expansion is uniquely defined.
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(2) Even if f(z) converges uniformly on compact sets in the real domain D = {z ∈ R| 0 < |z| < r}
but does not absolutely converge, multiplication of finite number of terms respectively by different
complex phases does not lose the convergence. An example (not included in the type (g)) is
f(z) =
∑∞
n=1(−1)n−1fn(z), fn(z) = (z−1/n− 1) (0 < z < 1), where every term fn(z) is positive
and larger than (1− z)/n, ascending power of z and the sum is bounded as 0 < f(z) < z−1 − 1. If
we regard each fn(z) as a single term, the expansion is uniquely arranged in an ascending order.
(3) Replacement of an original term of f(z) with several complex terms is also valid.
However, in cases (2) and (3) a careful estimation of limit value is needed. For example, this enables
us to replace f(z) = (z−1 − 1) − (z−1/2 − 1) + e−2/z + · · · (for (2)) or f(z) = 1 + e2/z + · · · (for (3))
by f(z) = e−iz + e
√
2iz + e−2/z + e−2/z−i/z + e−2/z+2iz + · · · (z ∈ R), when several number of the same
absolute order terms appear. In this case, the meaning of an ‘ascending order’ becomes unclear and we
should consider all terms of the same absolute order at the same time. Notice that we must not expand
the complex phases to keep the absolute ascending order and then the expansion is not unique.
1.2 Comment on uniqueness-2
The solution of the following ‘2 dimensional weak exterior Dirichlet problem’ is not unique:
‘The function u(x, y) is defined on and on the exterior of the circle x2 + y2 = a2 (called C),
satisfying the Laplace equation ∆u(x, y) = 0, and being 0 on C. Determine u(x, y).’
The proof is as follows. Let u(x, y) be Re (z − a
2
z
), where z = x+ iy. Because of the Cauchy-Riemann
equation, the real part of an analytic function becomes automatically harmonic, which shows that u(x, y)
thus defined is a nontrivial solution. It clearly is 0 on C. In fact there are infinite number of solutions
to the problem, because the equation is linear and we can replace z → z
n+1
an
. Furthermore, if we include
multi-valued functions, another type of solutions can be found by the following procedure.
1. Let us take two multi-valued functions f(z) and g(z) analytic on and on the exterior of C. Both
are assumed to have a single-valued branch defined outside the cut Imz = 0, 0 ≤ Re z.
2. Combine them so as not to have a gap at the cut on C. For example, define a new function
h(z) := ∆gf(z)−∆fg(z), where ∆f := f(ae+i0) − f(aei(2π−0)),∆g := g(ae+i0) − g(aei(2π−0)) are
the gaps of f(z) and g(z).
3. As the branch Re h(z) (z = reiθ , 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π) is continuous on C and is 0 at z = a, there is the
unique sine Fourier expansion of it on C, that is, Re h(aeiθ) =
∞∑
n=1
hn sin(
nθ
2
).
4. There is the corresponding function hˆ(z) :=
∞∑
n=1
−hn(a
z
)
n
2 such that Im hˆ(z) =
∞∑
n=1
hn sin(
nθ
2
) on
C.
5. Define Hˆ(x, y) := Re h(z)−Im hˆ(z), where z := x + iy. Then, the branch Hˆ(x, y) can be a
nontrivial solution to the problem. For example, f(z) =
1
log z
, g(z) =
1
z log z
+ 1. Notice that
Hˆ(x, y) is generally multi-valued on the cut except for the point (a, 0).
In fact, there are innumerable many solutions, for a Laplacian is simply an operator to take the average
of every neighbor point next to the center point.
1.3 Comments on L2 normalizability condition
If R(r) is not a L2 function, it does not always mean a contradiction. I think that δ function like sharpness
of R(r) is not realistic but for r→∞ the ‘generalized expectation value’ of a physical operator A can be
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defined for R(r) as follows:
< A >:= lim
L→∞
∫ L
0
rN−1drR∗(r)AR(r)∫ L
0
rN−1drR∗(r)R(r)
. (A.1)
However, the L2 condition for an eigen function is naturally required. We crucially make use of the L2
normalizability of an eigen function as the consistency condition in section 3. Precise discussion of the
necessity of this condition will make a book[37]. However, we here review some examples related to this
problem.
As the first example[39], let Â and B̂ be arbitrary self conjugate operators such that
[Â, B̂] = ih¯, (A.2)
where |a > is an eigen vector of Â for the corresponding eigen value a. Let us take diagonal matrix
elements of (A.2) and we obtain
< a|[Â, B̂]|a > = < a|ÂB̂ − B̂Â|a >= (a− a) < a|B̂|a >= 0. (A.3)
Substituting (A.2) to L.H.S. of (A.3) and dividing both sides by ih¯, we can prove the famous result 1 = 0!
From this paradox we can learn that careless treatment of normalizability of an eigen function leads to
physically wrong (and mathematically nonsense) results. Indeed, in the case where eigen spectra of both
operators are continuous, the eigen vector is not normalizable and the scalar product in (A.3) does not
make sense. For example, if Â = x and B̂ = p̂ = −ih¯ ∂
∂x
, we can take |a >= eîax which is not L2(R).
The second example is that we can not take a variation around a nonexistent equilibrium of a func-
tional. Indeed, a continuous function on a finite closed set does not always have a maximum value[68]
shown as follows. Let us take D = (0, 1) and consider the maximum value of the functional
Φ(f) :=
∫ 1
0
xf(x)2dx (A.4)
defined on a finite closed set
B =
{
f ∈ L2(D) :
∫ 1
0
f(x)2dx ≤ 1
}
. (A.5)
Clearly,
Φ(f) =
∫ 1
0
xf(x)2dx <
∫ 1
0
f(x)2dx ≤ 1 (A.6)
and if we take
fn(x) =

0 (0 < x < 1− 1
n
)
√
n (1− 1
n
< x < 1)
, (A.7)
Φ(fn) =
∫ 1
1−
1
n
nxdx = 1− 1
2n
→ 1 (n→∞). (A.8)
Thus, Φ(f) does not have a maximum value. This is because the finiteness condition of eigen values αn
of the operator Aψn(x) = αnψn(x)
∞∑
n=1
|αn|2 =
∫
D
∫
D
|
∞∑
n=1
Aψn(x)ψn(y)|2dxdy <∞ (A.9)
is not satisfied in this case A = x, where {ψn(x)} are complete and orthonormal bases such that
||ψn(x)|| = 1, (ψn, ψm) = 0 (n 6= m), Af =
∞∑
n=1
αn(f, ψn)ψn. (A.10)
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A more realistic example is known that the area a needle sweeps when it comes back to the same position
but with both sides reversed (that is, after turning around) does not have a minimum[71]. Thus, in
general a variation problem does not necessarily have an extreme point. The L2 condition is necessary
to avoid such ill-posed problems.
Notice that historically A. Einstein said to W. Heisenberg[74], ‘Only theory can decide what we can
observe’. Indeed, in quantum mechanics we can find many examples when an eigen function does not
satisfy normalization or required analyticity conditions or selection rules and thus is not physical. Only
theoretically consistent states can be observed.
Notice also that recently S. Weinberg said in his preprint[51] that
‘We include neutrinos in the radiation, neglecting the anisotropic part of their energy-momentum tensor,
which makes possible a purely analytic treatment.’
after 10 days of our preprint[10]. Further G. ’t Hooft said in his preprint[49] that
‘· · ·There appears to be no objection against a wider use of such a procedure. If our higher order am-
plitudes exhibit infrared divergences, besides the ultra-violet ones, we could absorb them in ∆L as well.
This time, ∆L is not expected to affect the coupling strengths and the field operators, but a quantity that
is ideally suited to be renormalized by such terms is the effective Coulomb potential. Thus, after already
having dealt with the ultraviolet divergences, we add to the “lowest order Lagrangian” Lrenorm, a further
term ∆L that affects the Coulomb potential. We just borrow this term from the higher order corrections.
As soon as these are calculated, we will be obliged to return the loan.’
Our view in section 3 is closely related to these preprints. Both show that normalizability of the
total Lagrangian is physically important. As we shall show in section 7, eigen functions for a ‘stopped’
neutrino with E = Mc2, j = 12 (total angular momentum) is not L
2, which may explain the smallness
of neutrino mass without assuming the see-saw mechanism[63].
B Calculation of asymmetric spinor representations
Let us calculate the transformation rule for σµ → gσµg′†, where g := eαiσi , g′ := eβiσi (αi, βi ∈ C3)
are Lorenz transformations operating on σµ respectively from the left and the right.
With the identities {σi, σj} = 2δij , [σi, σj ] = 2iǫijkσk, σiσj = δij + iǫijkσk (B.11)
it follows that σiσµ = δiµ + δ0µσi +
1
2
[σi, σµ] = 2δiµ + 2δ0µσi − σµσi = δiµ + δ0µσi − iǫµikσk, (B.12)
eα
iσi =
∞∑
n=0
(αiσi)
n
n!
=
∞∑
n=0
1
(2n)!
(α 21 + α
2
2 + α
2
3 )
2n
(
σ0 +
αiσi
2n+ 1
)
=: σ0 coshα+ σi sinhα
i (B.13)
and then, gσµg
′† := eα
iσiσµe
β∗jσj = (σ0 coshα+ σi sinhα
i)σµ(σ0 coshβ
∗ + σj sinhβ∗
j)
= σµ coshα coshβ
∗ + {δiµ + δ0µσi − iǫµikσk} sinhαi(σ0 coshβ∗ + σj sinhβ∗j) + σµσj coshα sinhβ∗j
= σµ coshα coshβ
∗ + {δiµ + δ0µσi − iǫµikσk} sinhαi coshβ∗ + δiµσj sinhαi sinhβ∗j
+δ0µ(δij + iǫijkσk) sinhα
i sinhβ∗j − iǫµik(δkj + iǫkjlσl) sinhαi sinhβ∗j + σµσj coshα sinhβ∗j
=

σ0
(
coshα coshβ∗ + sinhαi sinhβ∗i
)
+σi
(
sinhαi coshβ∗ + coshα sinhβ∗i + iǫijk sinhαj sinhβ∗k
)
(µ = 0)
σ0
(
sinhαµ coshβ∗ + coshα sinhβ∗µ − iǫµij sinhαi sinhβ∗j
)
+ σµ coshα coshβ
∗
+σl
{
iǫµil
(
coshα sinhβ∗i − sinhαi coshβ∗)+ sinhαµ sinhβ∗l + ǫµikǫkjl sinhαi sinhβ∗j} (µ 6= 0)
=
∞∑
n=0
1
(2n)!
(α 21 + α
2
2 + α
2
3 )
2n
∞∑
m=0
1
(2m)!
(β∗ 21 + β
∗ 2
2 + β
∗ 2
3 )
2m
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×
σ0
(
1 + α
iβ∗i
(2n+1)(2m+1)
)
+ σi
(
αi
2n+1 +
β∗i
2m+1 + iǫijk
αj
2n+1
β∗k
2m+1
)
(µ = 0)
σ0
(
αµ
2n+1 +
β∗µ
2n+1 − iǫµij α
i
2n+1
β∗j
2m+1
)
+ σµ
+σl
{
iǫµli
(
αi
2n+1 − β
∗i
2m+1
)
+ α
µ
2n+1
β∗l
2m+1 + (δliδjµ − δlµδji) α
i
2n+1
β∗j
2m+1
}
(µ 6= 0)
=

σ0 cosh(α + β
∗) +−→σ ·
(−−−→
sinhα coshβ∗ +
−−−−→
sinhβ∗ coshα+ i −−−→sinhα×−−−−→sinhβ∗
)
(µ = 0)
σ0
(−−−→
sinhα coshβ∗ +
−−−−→
sinhβ∗ coshα− i −−−→sinhα×−−−−→sinhβ∗
)
+
−−−→
sinhα
(−→σ · −−−−→sinhβ∗)+−−−−→sinhβ∗ (−→σ · −−−→sinhα)+−→σ (× i −−−−−−−−−→sinh(α − β∗) + cosh(α− β∗)) (µ 6= 0)
→

{
σ0 cosh(2α) +−→σ · −−−−−→sinh(2α) (µ = 0)
σ0
−−−−−→
sinh(2α) + 2
−−−→
sinhα
(−→σ · −−−→sinhα)+−→σ (µ 6= 0) (−→α → −→β∗){
σ0 (µ = 0)
− 2 −−−→sinhα
(−→σ · −−−→sinhα)+−→σ (× i −−−−−→sinh(2α) + cosh(2α)) (µ 6= 0) (−→α → −−→β∗)
σ0 cosh(2x) +−→σ ·
(−−−−−→
sinh(2x) + 2 coshx cos y
−−−→
sinhx×−−→sin y
)
(µ = 0)
σ0
[−−−−−→
sinh(2x)− 2 coshx cos y −−−→sinhx×−−→sin y
]
+2 cos2 y
−−−→
sinhx
(−→σ · −−−→sinhx)+ 2 cosh2 x −−→sin y (−→σ · −−→sin y)
+
(
cosh(2y) +
−−−−→
sin(2y) ×
)−→σ (µ 6= 0)
 −→α → −→β=: −→x + i −→y ,−→x ,−→y ∈ R3
 .
(B.14)
Therefore, ex
iσiσµe
xjσj ≃ Re σµe2x∗jσj ≃ Re e2xiσiσµ, (B.15)
eiy
iσiσµe
−iyjσj ≃ Re σµe−2iyjσj ≃ Re e2iyjσjσµ, (B.16)
are approximately valid up to the first order of the pure infinitesimal boost xiσi or rotation iy
iσi (−→x ,−→y ∈
R3), where Re is an operator to eliminate imaginary coefficients of σµ, for example, Re (δjµ + δ0µσj +
iǫµjkσk) = δjµ + δ0µσj .
C Quantum gravity with minimal assumptions
We review here past works of quantum gravity from particle point of view. The purpose is to construct the
quantum field theory including gravity, based on physical assumptions as few as possible. This consists
of 4 subjects.
The first subject, and probably suits this purpose the most is the work by Steven Weinberg, in which
he derived the Einstein equation from the Lorenz invariance of a S-matrix. According to his old paper[7],
gravity is derived without assuming a curved space-time. Therefore, general covariance and the geometric
property of gravity are possibly subsidiary or mere approximations.
The second subject is that, according to an effective field theory, we can make a prediction without
knowing the underlying fundamental theory. For example, John F. Donoghue[2] calculated one loop
quantum corrections to the Newtonian potential explicitly, by assuming the Einstein-Hilbert action and
fluctuations around the flat metric, and by making use of the result of ’t Hooft and Veltman[50]. The
potential naturally contains classical corrections of general relativity[2].
The third subject is, what will happen if we loosen the assumption on coordinates in the standard
model that all physical coordinates are transformed to the Minkowski space-time by a Poincare´ transfor-
mation. There are some troubles in treating gravitational fields under classical approximations assuming
a curved space-time[17]. It is known that for the standard model of elementary particles, the anomaly
cancellation condition in a curved space-time with torsion is the same as in a flat space-time[3].
The fourth subject is to clarify the inevitable ambiguities of a theory. For example, the vacuum state
in a curved space-time is not unique and there exist several theories those can not be distinguished by
finite times of measurements[17]. This is a theorem on the ambiguity related to the problem of divergence.
For another example, a higher-derivative theory includes non-physical solutions those can not be Taylor
expanded. This can be the origin of the gauge ambiguity. If we exclude superfluous solutions by imposing
the perturbative constraint conditions, it means a gauge fixing and the theory is reduced to local and
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lower-derivative[1]. This treatment is known to be equivalent to the treatment of a constraint system by
Dirac brackets[7].
D Gravitational lens effects in special relativity
The fact δNG = 0 is clear if we take the limit L
′ →∞ at first, but we can learn something from detailed
calculation process without taking this limit. The solution of (6.41) is
z = (1 + ǫ cos γϕ)/l0, γ
2 := 1−
(
GM0
L′c
)2
(D.17)
or in the same notation as in (6.44), =
GM0E
′
(L′γ)2
+
(
z0 − GM0E
′
(L′γ)2
)
cos γϕ, which vanishes at
cos γϕ =
GM0E
′
GM0E′ − (L′γ)2z0 , (D.18)
where taking ϕ = 0, (6.39) and (6.40) reduce to
− v
2
1− (v/c)2 = c
2
{
1−
(
E′ +
a
r
)2}
⇒ c2
{
1− (E′ + az0)2
}
= −(L′z0)2
⇒ z0 = 1
a2c2 − L′2
(
−ac2E′ ±
√
(ac2E′)2 + c2(1− E′2)(a2c2 − L′2)
)
, (D.19)
cos γϕ = ∓ GM0E
′√
(GM0)2 + (L′c)2(E′2 − 1)
→ ∓GM0
L′c
= ∓GM0z0
c2
(E′ →∞), for ds→ 0. (D.20)
Therefore, the angle between the two asymptotic lines (in Newtonian gravity) is (D.21)
δNG =
2GM0z0
c2
. (D.22)
E The Lagrangian for the standard model
We can write the Lagrangian for the standard model in the following concise form[3]:
LSM := Lm + LHiggs + LYM + LY ukawa, where (E.23)
matter terms Lm := iQ¯γµDQµ Q+ iL¯γµDLµL, (E.24)
Higgs terms LHiggs := (Dµφ)†(Dµφ)− λ(φ†φ− µ
2
2λ
)2, (E.25)
Yang-Mills terms LYM := −1
4
(∇µG aν −∇νG aµ + gSfabcG bµ G cν )2
−1
4
(∇µW aν −∇νW aµ + gfabcW bµ W cν )2 −
1
4
(∇µBν −∇νBµ)2, (E.26)
Yukawa terms LY ukawa := −PLQΦHQPRQ− PRQ ΦHQPLQ− PLLΦHLPRL − PRL ΦHLPLL,(E.27)
where quark fields Q :=
(
uα cα tα
dα sα bα
)
=:
( U
D
)
, (E.28)
lepton fields L :=
(
νe νµ ντ
e− µ− τ−
)
=:
( N
E
)
, (E.29)
and Higgs scalars Φ :=
(
φ0† iφ+
iφ− φ0
)
such that 〈0|φ(x)|0〉 =: 1√
2
(
0
v
)
, where (E.30)
φ(x) :=
(
iφ+
φ0
)
:=
1√
2
(
ϕ2 + iϕ1
v + ϕ− iϕ3
)
, φ− := (φ+)† (E.31)
are SU(2) doublets, each with covariant derivatives
DQµ := ∇µ − igSGµ − igW aµ T aPL − ig′(Y QL PL + Y QR PR)Bµ, (E.32)
DLµ := ∇µ − igW aµ T aPL − ig′(Y LL PL + Y LR PR)Bµ, (E.33)
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Dµ := ∇µ − igW aµ T a − ig′BµY, where (E.34)
Y :=
1
2
(
1 0
0 1
)
, T 1 :=
1
2
(
0 1
1 0
)
, T 2 :=
1
2
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, T 3 :=
1
2
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, (E.35)
λ1αβ :=
1
2
 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 , λ2αβ := 12
 0 −i 0i 0 0
0 0 0
 , λ3αβ := 12
 1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0
 , λ4αβ := 12
 0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0
 ,
λ5αβ :=
1
2
 0 0 −i0 0 0
i 0 0
 , λ6αβ := 12
 0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 , λ7αβ := 12
 0 0 00 0 −i
0 i 0
 , λ8αβ := 1
2
√
3
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −2

and Yukawa couplings HQ :=
(
HU 0
0 HD
)
, HL =:
(
0 0
0 HE
)
. (E.36)
Here T stands for the transposition, the upper index α and −, 0, + respectively for colors and electric
charges, while a for spinor indices. 2
PL :=
1− γ5
2
, PR :=
1 + γ5
2
(E.41)
respectively are projective operators to left and right chiralities of fermions. Gµ,Wµ, Bµ respectively are
gauge fields and transform under the following infinitesimal transformations of the corresponding group
SU(3)c, SU(2)L, U(1)Y with completely anti symmetric structure constants f
abc, ǫabc respectively for
SU(3)c, SU(2)L
qα(x) → qα(x) − iθac (x)
λaαβ
2
qβ(x), (q is an arbitrary flavor of quarks u, d, s · · ·) (E.42)
φ(x) → φ(x) − iθa(x)T aφ(x),
L → L− iθaL(x)T aPLL,
Q → Q− iθaL(x)T aPLQ, (E.43)
φ(x) → φ(x) − iθY (x)Y φ(x),
ψ → ψ(x)− iθY (x)(YLPL +YRPR)ψ(x) (ψ is an arbitrary flavor of fermions e, ν, u, d · · ·)(E.44)
as follows:
Gaµ → Gaµ −
1
gs
∂µθ
a
c (x) + f
abcθbc(x)G
c
µ, a = 1 · · · 8, (E.45)
W aµ → W aµ −
1
g
∂µθ
a
L(x) + ǫ
abcθbL(x)W
c
µ, a = 1 · · · 3, (E.46)
Baµ → Baµ +
1
g′
∂µθ
a
Y (x). (E.47)
2The covariant derivative ∇µ, where
t
σ1···σp
µ1···µq ;ν : = ∇νt
σ1···σp
µ1 ···µq
:= ∂ν t
σ1···σp
µ1···µq + Γˆ
σ1
νρt
ρσ2···σp
µ1···µq + · · ·+ Γˆ
σp
νρt
σ1σ2···ρ
µ1 ···µq − Γˆ
ρ
νµ1 t
σ1···σp
ρµ2···µq − · · · − Γˆ
ρ
νµq t
σ1···σp
µ1µ2···ρ, (E.37)
with the Christoffel symbol Γρµν :=
1
2
gρσ(∂µgνσ + ∂νgµσ − ∂σgµν) (E.38)
for a tensor t
σ1···σp
µ1···µq with a contravariant rank p and a covariant rank q, is equivalent to ∂µ in the usual standard model.
Some can possibly generalize it[3] to include the
torsion Tσµν := Γˆ
σ
µν − Γˆ
σ
νµ = −T
σ
νµ and (E.39)
curvature Rρσµν := ∂µΓˆ
ρ
νσ − ∂ν Γˆ
ρ
µσ + Γˆ
η
νσΓˆ
ρ
µη − Γˆ
η
µσΓˆ
ρ
νη = −R
ρ
σνµ . (E.40)
However, throughout this thesis the metric is Minkowski gµν = ηµν and they are neglected. In the same way, the usual
standard model assumes massless neutrinos. Then, total degrees of freedom for the standard model (in flat spacetime) are
18 (3 for coupling constants gS , g
′, g; 2 for Higgs parameters µ2, λ; 9 for Yukawa couplings i.e. masses respectively for
every quark or lepton except for massless neutrinos; 4 for VKM of which 1 is a complex phase and causes the CP -violation
for the weak interaction).
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The hypercharge matrices Y QL , Y
L
L , Y
Q
R , Y
L
R concisely describe the eigenvalues of 2× 2 diagonal matrices
Y (with indices L, R because their dependence on chirality) which depends on ψ belongs to which of U ,
D, E , L. They satisfy Q = T 3 + Y for every field, where T 3 is the matrix defined in (E.35) and Q is the
electric charge of ψ. The explicit definitions of them and fabc are as follows[3][63]:
Table E.1 : Relations of hypercharges and Table E.2 : Explicit values of fABC .
electric charges for fermions.
UR UL DR DL ER EL NL
Y
2
3
1
6
−1
3
1
6
−1
2
−1 −1
2
T3 0
1
2
0 −1
2
1
2
0 −1
2
Q
2
3
2
3
−1
3
−1
3
0 −1 −1
abc 123 147 156 246 257 345 367 458 678
fabc 1
1
2
−1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
−1
2
√
3
2
√
3
2
Parameters gs, g, g
′ and θac (x), θ
a
L(x), θY (x) respectively stand for the coupling constants of the corre-
sponding groups and the amount of local gauge transformations.
Photons and Z0 bosons are defined as
Aµ := sin θWW
3
µ + cos θWBµ, (E.48)
Zµ := cos θWW
3
µ − sin θWBµ, (E.49)
where θW is the Weinberg angle defined by tan θW :=
g′
g
. (E.50)
Finally, if we diagonalize the Yukawa terms by some unitary transformations between different chiral
fermions generations 3
D′L,R = UDL,R DL,R, U ′L,R = UUL,R UL,R, E ′L,R = UEL,R EL,R (E.51)
into the form Midiag = v U iLHiU
i†
R , where i = U , D, E , (E.52)
Wµ interactions change as
iQ¯γµWµPLQ = g
2
(
ULγµW 3µUL +
√
2 ULγµW−µ DL +
√
2 DLγµW+µ UL −DLγµW 3µDL
)
. (E.53)
Therefore
g√
2
(ULγµW−µ DL +DLγµW+µ UL) = g√
2
(
U ′LγµW−µ VKMD′L +D′LV †KMγµW+µ U ′L
)
, (E.54)
where VKM := U
U
LU
D†
L is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. (E.55)
From (E.25) and (E.27) we find φ†φ =
µ2
2λ
=
v2
2
(E.56)
and then, masses of gauge bosons are MW =
gv
2
, MZ =
MW
cos θW
, MA = 0. (E.57)
Experimental values of them are[63][19]
v = 246 GeV/c2, sin2 θW = 0.2276± 0.0075, (E.58)
MW = 80.423± 0.39 + i(2.118± 0.042) GeV/c2, (E.59)
MZ = 91.1876± 0.0021 + i(2.4952± 0.0023) GeV/c2, (E.60)
where an imaginary mass has the meaning of decay width[63] Γ = 1/τ, (E.61)
where τ is the life time of the corresponding particle.
3Notice that in our notation of writing fermions by 2× 3 matrices, generation transformation matrices rather ‘acts as if
from the right’.
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Then, the explicit form of the electroweak Lagrangian is as follows[62]:
L = 1
2
(∂µϕ)
2 − λv2ϕ2 − λvϕ3 − λ
4
ϕ4 +W+µ W
−µ
(
MW +
g
2
ϕ
)2
− 1
2
|∂µW+ν − ∂νW+µ |2
+
1
2
(Zµ)
2
(
MZ +
√
g2 + g′2
2
ϕ
)2
− 1
4
(∂µZν − ∂νZµ)2 − 1
4
(∂µAν − ∂νAµ)2
+
ig
2
(W+µW−ν −W−µW+ν)[∂µ(Zν cos θW +Aν sin θW )− ∂ν(Zµ cos θW +Aµ sin θW )]
+
ig
2
(∂µW+ν − ∂νW+µ)[W−µ (Zν cos θW +Aν sin θW )−W−ν (Zµ cos θW +Aµ sin θW )]
− ig
2
[(Zν cos θW +Aν sin θW )W
+
µ − (Zµ cos θW +Aµ sin θW )W+ν ](∂µW−ν − ∂νW−µ)
+
g2
4
(W+µ W
−
ν −W+ν W−µ )2 −
g2
2
|W+µ (Zν cos θW +Aν sin θW )−W+ν (Zµ cos θW +Aµ sin θW )|2
+E¯(iγα∂α −mE)E + ν¯Eiγα∂α
(
1− γ5
2
)
νE − eAα
{
E¯γαE − 2
3
U¯γαU + 1
3
D¯γαD
}
+
g
2
√
2
[
W+α
{
ν¯Eγα(1− γ5)E + U¯γα(1 − γ5)VKMD
}
+W−α
{
E¯γα(1− γ5)νE + D¯γα(1− γ5)V +KMU
}]
−
√
g2 + g′2
4
Zα
[
ν¯Eγα(1 − γ5)νE − E¯γα(1− γ5)E + 4 sin2 θW E¯γαE
]
−
√
g2 + g′2
4
Zα
[
U¯γα(1− γ5)U − D¯γα(1− γ5)D − 4 sin2 θW
{
2
3
U¯γαU − 1
3
D¯γαD
}]
−mE
v
ϕE¯E − mQ
v
ϕQ¯Q
(
+i
mE
v
ϕ3E¯γ5E − i
√
2mE
v
[ν¯LERφ+ − E¯RνLφ−]etc.
)
, (E.62)
where terms in (+ · · · etc.) vanish in the Unitary gauge
ϕ1(x) = ϕ2(x) = ϕ3(x) = 0 (E.63)
and W±µ :=
1√
2
(W 1µ ∓ iW 2µ), e :=
gg′√
g2 + g′2
= g sin θW . (E.64)
F Is the specific charge a ‘particle’ at all?
Some people try to explain the Higgs mechanism through the phase transition, in a similar way as in
super conductivity. However, the definition of the vacuum in particle physics is different from as in
condensed matter physics. In particle physics, it is defined as the poincare´ invariant state where not
any kind of a particle nor its anti particle is present. Of course there is no interaction, for the gauge
particle to intermediate the force (i.e., a photon, a graviton, a Z0 boson,· · ·) is absent. This is slightly
different from that of general relativity, where the vacuum admits the presence of gravity. And it is a little
more different from that of condensed matter physics, where the vacuum must not contain a plasmon
nor a phonon nor a Cooper pair-of course they are not an elementary particle-, but admits the matter
as medium of them (consists of an order of 1 mol ∼ 6 × 1023 of atoms). A phase transition defined in
statistical mechanics needs a huge number of particles. Neither a temperature nor a specific heat can be
defined for a particle.
Quantum field theory is a tool to deal with many body problems. Feynman diagrams for calculation
of the Lamb shift involve many photons and electrons. In fact, this means many times of interactions of
an electron with the electric field of the center proton. As a photon has no charge and its anti particle is
also a photon, the number of photons is not conserved. However, an electron has a charge and the total
charge is conserved for one atom. Therefore, however many virtual electron-positron pairs contribute to
the diagram, the total number of electrons is always one. Exponentially many complex diagrams just
correspond to exponentially rare possible reactions appearing in higher orders of perturbation. The Higgs
scalar in the standard model works only as the specific charge of an electron. It is well defined also for
the lonely electron and without any assumption on time evolution, thermal equilibrium nor many body
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problems. That is why naive extrapolations of a phase transition to the Higgs mechanism are physically
misleading. We should be sincere in applying such a doubtful origin of Higgs mechanism to cosmology.
Some people call the current theory of inflation as ‘the standard theory of cosmology’, but this is very
confusing. The original standard model for elementary particles never refers to the origin of the Higgs
field. Rather, the idea that a specific charge is not a constant and obeys an equation of motion, rolling
down the potential made by itself seems to me utter nonsense. Of course only experiments can judge and
do justice to the theory.
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